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enneth Lawing Penegar
became the sixth dean of the
SMU School of Law on
August 1, 1986. H comes to SMU
after serving th University of
T nnessee College of Law as d an
and professor of law for fifteen
years.
Penegar, originally from Charlotte,
North Carolina, graduated from the
University of North Carolina in 1954
with an A.B. (honors in history),
then served in the U.S. Navy as Lt.
Gg) through 1957 (and as Lieutenant
Commander, U.S. Naval Reserve,
until his retirement in 1974).
Following a post-graduate resear h
fellowship in diplomatic history and
international relations at the London
School of Economics in 1958, he
entered law school at the University
of North Carolina.
Penegar graduated from UNC in
1961 with a J.D. (again with honors),
received his LL.M. from Yale
University in 1962, and clerked at
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia with Judge
01arJ s Fahy. H taught at the
University of N rtb Ca1· lina Law
Sch I during 1963-69 before
entering private practice with the
Washington, D.C., firm oi Sh a &
Gardner.
He also has served as Ford
Foundation Visiting Professor of
Law, Unive.rsity of Delhi (India), as a
vi iting cholar at th Harvard Law
things for a career.
I also like the variety of the work, School, and as visiting professor at
Boston University School of Law.
and as dean, the variety of the job.
He is married to the former Sarah
If my work did not involve teaching
Willard
of New Haven, Connecticut,
and some r search it would not hold
my interest for long. 1 also enjoy the who is currently in the private
practice of clini al psychology in
public featur s fa deanship Knoxville. They have two children,
alumni cultivation, fu.ndrai ing and
David
and Sarah.
manag ment - but n ver in a
Current teaching and scholarly
vacuum; I like wot.king with a
interests of the new dean are in the
val'iety f peopl . A law school is
areas
of international law,
made up of many constituencies,
international
trade, jurisprudence,
and it is always a chalienging
and
legal
ethics.
H has taught ivil
sa tisfaction to bring th m togeth r
procedure, rimina l law, criminal
in the setting of the law sch 1
procedure, the law of damages,
community.
legal
ethics, wills and estates, and
Q. How did you select SMU?
the
legal
prncess or method. In
Penegar: Actually, th y sel -cted
addition, Dean Penegar has served
me. I was c nta cted by the search
in various capacities for national
committee and expressed an
interest. J knew of the reputation of legal ducation rganizati ns, and is
currently invoJved with numerous
the SMU Law School - the quality
professionaJ and civi activiti
Continued on next page.
related to law and sociely.

NEW DEAN OF THE LAW SCHOOL,
KENNETH LAWING PENEGAR

The fol/awing interview is largely
drawn from a recent edition of The
Advocate, the student newspapaer of
the Law School, edited by third-year
student Robert Vinson. Our thanks to
The Advocate for this ir1fonnq.tion and
other helpful news that appears in this
edition of The Brief.
Q. You have obviously devoted
the better part of your life to higher
education. What has made legal
education so captivating for you?
Penegar: It is the freedom that one
has to think broadly and deeply
about issues that affect the common
good, and that affect the direction
the law ought to take, rath r than
the direction the law nee ssarily
takes - if you will, a kind of patent
idealism. For my curiosity and selfsatisfaction, the classroom, the
library, and the university campus
are a very attractive combination of
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of its work and its facilities - and I
beHeved th University was
sufficiently strong in its supp rt for
the La w School. After my vi i t I felt
it would be an ideal place to
continu e acad emic leadership, to try
to lead th school to even greater
heights .
Q. You have a distinguished
record of as o iations and
achi vements at vai:ious I-gal
education centers. How do s SMU
compare with these?

com pletion of funding of all the
endowed chairs, and to assist the
fa ully in identifying and choosing
th · highly qualified individuals who
will fill those chairs . We also need to
raise additional endowments and
annual contributions to shore up
important schol arly res arch a nd
professional development. Both are
ssential to maintain a superb
faculty and cr eate a more enticing
environment for the academician.
And I would like to see the
Underwood Law Library on a more
enhanced financial footin g, given its
For my curiosity and selfimportance to the whole aca dem ic
enterprise we share . .. and of
satisfaction, the classroom,
the library, and the university course look into the various
campus are a very attractive possibilities for modest
enhanc ments throughout the La w
combination of things for a
Sch ol, i.n a11 otherwise utstand ing
career.
physical plan t.
An ongoing concern is to assist in
Penegar: Very favorably with all of every way possible efforts to make
sure we get our fair share of the
them in several aspects. SMU Law
most
able students in the corning
School has a faculty that is big
years.
It is no secret that the
enough to do justice to a student
applicant pool for law schools is
body of this size, and to a
declining nationally. I am less
curriculum of modern complexity
concerned
about the absolute total
and scope. More importantly, the
numbers
of
enrollment than I am in
faculty here has such outstanding
credentials as teachers and scholars, keeping up the yield radio - of
getting more and more of the good
and the student body is also
ones.
outstanding in terms of grade-point
There is also need for some
averages and LSAT scores. There is
greater communications
a genuine enthusiasm for the study
effectiveness within the school. We
of la w here, and a great deal of
are
now a sufficiently large s tu I•nt
affection for this law school. The
body
and faculty with activitie and
SMU Law School has a tremendous
events ccurring simultan eously. We
physical plant and library - one of
need som beller coordina tion of
the top fifteen or twenty law
mutual
information to take full
libraries in the country without a
advantage
of the many
doubt - and one of the best
opportunities available here and in
librarians in the country, with an
the community.
adequately staffed cadre of
Q. What are some of your longprofessionals to support the work
term
concerns or goals for the SMU
being done here.
School of Law?
Other criteria, such as outside
Penegar: My prime concern is the
alumni support and the high regard
enrollment
in the law school. An
with which the University
academic
enterprise
has to have a
administration and Board of
certai11 manageable sca le. ft is likely
Trustees hold the Law School, are
that our en rollment i too large to be
all favorable. All of these things
th -> highes t academic qu ality in
helped attract me to the leadership
terms of what we are ab le to give
role for the Law School.
ead, student. I w ould like to see the
Q. What are your immediate
student/faculty ratio irnpr v - from
concerns for the SMU School of
the current 24:1 to around 20:1.
Law?
Among the various qualitative
Penegar: To solidify some of the
improvements that would come out
progress that Jes Salacuse was able
of
a smaller student body or with a
to bring about - to preside over the
2

better ratio would be a more diverse
curriculum, ligher teaching loads,
and probably a higher scholarly
productivity by the faculty, even
th ough they aJ· already at a high
level of achiev m nt.
I would like to support faculty
scholarship for more ambitious,
long-term projects than we are
currently capable of sustaining with
present teaching loads. I'm not
suggesting that they are heavier
than normal for law schools of this
size - they're quite competitive but I would truly like to see this
school be an exemplar institution in
the mainstream.
I think the resources are
potentially available to us, with the
commitment to quality and the
tradition of quality here. I would
like to make the school more of a
graduate school model in the sense
that our faculty are engaged in
major projects for scholarship in
their fields on a systematic basis identifying certain issues that
require thorough investigation
including empirical research in the

The teaching program,
obviously, will always come
first. But I would like the
scholarly mission to become
stronger, and thus help the
facultlj to become more
fulfilled as a group of
scholars.
cities, courts, Congress, overseas, or
wherever. This is made more
difficult with heavy teaching
schedules .
The teaching program, obvi usly,
will always come first. But I would
like the scholarly mission to become
strong r, and thus help lhe faculty
to become more fullilled as a group
of scholars. I will also encourage
scholarship with interdisciplinary
approches; that is, cooperation with
scholars in other disciplines at SMU
and other universities. This goal
may involve grants, foundations,
invitations to people for various
lengths of residency, or possibly
permanent faculty membership for
those who are lawyers and

creatively critical and objective about
something else - like economists,
how well the profession serves the
historians, ethicists, or social
public n eds.
theorists. I want to help create a
Q. ls there any special invitation
better blending of law and some of
r advice you would lik to offer ur
the many disciplines it affects,
readers as pa t studen ts, s taff, and
shapes, or influences.
Shifting from these related points, faculty of the Law School?
Penegar: Keep in touch with us.
another long-term goal its to attract
Let us hear from you. Visit the
and keep and graduate more
campus and talk to faculty and
minority student . From my
students. And send us good students!
experience I know it is difficult
Q. Is there any special message
because it is highly competitive
you would like to share with alumni
among schools, but it is certainly a
and frie11ds of the SMU Law Schoo.I?
longtime consideration that must b
Penegar: The University and its
faced .
law school are grand instituti ns
Q. Are there too many attorneys
and deserve their involvement an d
in Dallas, in Texas, or in the United
support. The unplea antnes, f the
States?
fall may well tell us more than we
Penegar: Apparently not. Our
figures indicate there were over two- know about the strength of the
place.
hundred and fifty firms recruiting
Q. Does yom middle name have
h er this fall and a hundred of them
anything to do with your choice of
were from Dallas.
career?
Q. As the dean of a major law
Penegar: No, Lawing was my
school, what is the greatest
mother's family name, Welsh in
challenge you face in the years
origin .
ahead?
Q. I there any personal
Penegar: First, , ttracting th best
information you would like to share
faculty and stud nts. S condly,
keeping the curri ulum current with with our audience?
Penegar: I run three time a w ek,
the age. Third, finding th resourc s
the best thing f do for myself. The
to make it all work!
next best thing is savoring new (t
Q. What are the main challenges
me) Dallas restaurants. My last
to law schools in the years ahead in
greatest vacation: one week in the
reg, rd to s cietal changes and
Atlantic in a37-foot ketch as part of
demographic trends in the United
a six-person crew, sailing from
States?
Gibraltar to Madeira (Portuguese). It
Penegar: To be faithful to the
was fabulous - sunshine by day,
training ne ds of the profession
cast of a billion stars by night!
and, at the same time, to be

DISTINGUISHED
ALUMNI BANQUET
SLATED MAY 1
he Distinguished Alumni
Awards Banquet for the
School of Law will be held
Friday, May 1, 1987, at the Belo
Mansion.
The banquet will honor the
alumnus/a who has rendered
outstanding service to SMU, its law
school and Alumni Association, and
has also rendered outstanding
service to SMU indirectly by
recognized achi vements in varied
fields of professional endeavor.
Tickets are limited to 200 persons.
Call the School of Law
Development Office at 214-692-3341
for more information.

T

STATE BAR
RECEPTION
SCHEDULED
recepti n for SMU Law
Alumni is scheduled during
the State Bar Convention in
Corpus hristi on Friday, Jun 12,
1987. The reception will b held
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in Ballr om C of
the Hershey Corpu Chri ti Hotel.
For further details call the Sch ol
of Law Development Office at
214-692-3341.

A

SOUTHWESTERN LAW JOURNAL
BLANKETS TAXES
he current i sue of the Southwestern Law Journal is devoted entirely
to federal taxation and i a vailable to non-subscribers for $15,
including po tage and handling. Regular subscription pdce for five
issues of the foumal is $31.84, which includes appli cabl taxes. The
[ou rnal staff has a lso announced th, t opies f th 1986 Annual Survey of
Texas Law are still avru1able and can be ordered by calling (214) 692-2594.
Cost for th Survey, including p stage and ha ndlin g, is $]7. ln addition,
the SLJ is p~·oducing Ten-Year Cumulative Index for the Journal, which
sho uld be available in May, according to Terry H my, editor-in-chi f.
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A RETROSPECTIVE VIEW OF TEXAS LEGAL DEVELOPMENT
TO CELEBRATE THE UNIVERSITY'S 75TH ANNIVERSARY
by Rex Nichols

1973 served as the chairman of the
Texas Constitutional Revision
Commission. Noting that 436
amendments have been proposed
for the Texas Constitution of 1876, of
which 282 have been adopted,
Justice Calvert described the
excessive length and specificity of
the current document. Finally,
Justice Calvert discussed some of
the recommended changes in the
present Constitution, including the
selection of appellate judges using a
merit system, the merger of the
Texas Supreme Court with the Court
of Criminal Appeals, and the need
for a state income tax.
rof ssor Eug ne L. Smith
(LLB ., ' 8) of Lhe U niversity of
Houston allege of Law
chaired the family law panel of the
conference . Professor Smith
introduced the program's overall
organizer and coordinator, Professor
McKnight, as the initial speaker on
the topic of Texas family law.
Professor McKnight, who completed
his thirtieth year as a member of the
law faculty in 1985, portrayed the
gradual development of Texas family
law over the preceding 150 years.
Noting that most of the newly
formed states, including Texas,
affirmatively adopted the English
common law, he explained the
revolution in attitudes during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
regarding the family in America .
Since a comprehensive scheme of
family law could scarcely be
developed in a mere 150 years and
since few family disputes reached
appellate courts, many rules of
family law were left to guess.
Among other influences, the English
common law, the Louisiana Civil
Code, the Mississippi Married
Women's Act, the 1901 treatise by
Ocie Speer, and the post-World War
II women's movement all
contributed to the formation of

P

Professor Joseph McKnight (L) and Dean Penegar (R) flank a distinguished group of Texas Supreme
Court Judges including fo rmer Supreme Court Judges Jack Pope and ~ober Calver, present Supreme
Court Judge John Hill and former Supreme Court Judge Joseph Green/1111.

h 75 th anniv rsary of the
foundin g of SMU was
observed by the School of Law
on October 17, 1986, with a
symposium on the history,
development, and reform of Texas
law. The program was organized by
Professor Joseph McKnight. The
subject matter of the conference was
divided into five principal
categories: constitutional law; family
law; torts; civil procedure; and
business and commercial law. Each
of the four living chief justices of the
Texas Supreme Court was present to
participate, as were numerous other
Texas appellate justices, trial judges,
practicing attorneys, law school
faculty, and students.
The program opened with a
welcome from Dean Kenneth L.
Penegar. The constitutional law
segment of the morning session was
chaired by Bill Bass G.D. '70),
associate justice of the Tyler Court
of Appeals. Ann Van Wynen

T
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Thomas (LL.M.,'52), professor
emeritus of political science, traced
the history and influences of
constitutionalism in Texas. Defining
constitutionalism as the belief in the
necessity and utility of a written
fundamental document to establish
a legitimate government in which
authority and liberty can be
balanced, Professor Thomas tied the
beginning of constitutionalism in the
Anglo-American tradition to the
institution of the Magna Carta in
1215. Tracing the course of events
shaping the principle of
constitutionalism from the time of
English colonization of North
America through the HispanoMexican period and finally to the
signing of the Texas Constitution of
1876, Professor Thomas described
the evolution of our current 110year-old document.
To respond to Professor Thomas,
Justice Bass introduced former chief
justice Robert W. Calvert, who in

Texas family law. Finally, at the
legislative sessions of 1969 and 1973,
Texas en acted a comprehensive
Family Cod , which was drafted by
the 1:amily Code Proj ect o f the State
Bar under Professor McKnight's
direction. These remarkable
achievements in family law and the
professional compete nce they have
produc d remain unequaled in any
other s ta te today.
Former chief justice J e R.
Gre nhill observed that 1'exas' slow
judicial reform in the area of family
law was a result of limited supreme
c mt jurisdiction in divorce cases
and th prevailing judicial
tempe ram e nt. Jus tice Gte enhill
noted, in contrast, the present
court's judicial activism. Citing a
.number of landmark cases in the
area of family law, the former chief
justice xp,l ained divergent views on
important iss ues that hav bee11
address d by the court in the r · cent
past.
Professor Emeritus Roy R. Ray,
who began teaching at the law
school in 1929, introduced Chief
Justice John L. Hill to speak at the
luncheon following th morning
session s. The present chie f jus tic
utlin d the recent d velopments in
Texas tort law and potential areas of
immediate judicial concern. As
significant developments in Texa s
tort law, h e m ntion d th ab lition
of the pecuniary loss rule, the
r cog nition that all statut ry
benefi iaries could recov r damages
for m ntal ang uis h and los of
companionship in a wrong ful death
case, and the a bandonment of a
physical manifes ta tion requirement
to recover damages f r me n tal
anguish. Jus tice HiJJ also i_ndica ted
that the court would purs ue its
active role in developing tort law,
particularly in the areas of negligent
infliction of emotional harm , the
potential recognition of a wrongful
death action on behalf of a via ble
fetus, the abolition of spousal and
pare ntal immunity, and tJ, e valid ity
f mru1y Carter agr ee me nts . Finally,
the duef jus tice jus tifi ed th o urt' s
recent activism as an attempt to
restore a victim to his or her status

quo prior to th tortious act and
called for legis la tive action in the
area of contribution.
ichard N . Co unti ss (LL.B .,
' 61), ass d a te jus ti c of th
Amarillo ourt of Appea ls
cha ired the civil procedure section of
the program. Former c hief jus tice
Jack Pope spoke first to the
afternoon audienc . Viewing th law
as a.pplied history, Jus tice P pe
described the rule-making p wer of
the Supreme CoLITt f Te xas as being
the sing! gr a t s t im pr vem nt in
the fi ld of Texa s civil procedure
over the past 75 years . T he abolition
of the form a l xce ption to, judge's
nLLing, th - , d ption of pr tria l rul ,
the adoption of th e harmless err r
do trin , nd vari us ba nges in the
jury selection and deliberation
processes were mentioned as
significant developme nts in T xas
civi l practice. The submission of
broad issues and th
vera11
simplifi ation of the jury harge
w e re als d eemed of great valu by
the former chief justice.
Professor William V. Dorsaneo,
author of the Texas Litigation Guide,
was the second s p aker n Texas
civil procedure . He point d out tha t
p.rior t the adoptio n f the 1941
rule , Texas ha d gr dually r a h ed
the sa me s itu a tio n as th r c d e
states, and with the adoption of the
1941 rules Texas moved timidly
toward modern discovery practice.
But many ple<1ding problem were
left unresolved . He e plained,
however, that many pleading
problems wor,k ed th e m selv s out
without am endment. As an
exa mple, Prof sso r D rsaneo
pointed to the 1957 and 1973 rule
amendm e nts including the pr vision
a Uowing the discovery of a po t ntia l
pa rty or witn ess, even ii the
informa tion was obtained by a n
inves tiga tor or w as containe d in a
pa rty c mmuni cation. Finally,
Pr f ssor Dor a n o d e ta iled U1 e
broad 1984 amendments and
concluded that these recent
additions to the Texas discovery
rules were as good as any existing
rules in the United States.
The final topic of the conference,

R

Texas business and commercial law,
was chaired by Adjunct Professor
Michael M. Boone (J.O., '67).
Professor Alan R. Bromberg, a
member of the law faculty since
1956, b ga n with a n exten ive
his t ry £ busin ess and c mmercial
law in Texas and conclud d tha t
throug hout the state's history, Texas
has b en a follower rather than a
leader in deve loping business and
commercial la w. Recognizing that
business and commercial law
r spo11ds to the bus iness n eds of
th e s ta t and is s ha ped in large part
by mark t forces, Professor
Bromb rg des ribed £mther th Sta t
Ba r'
orpornte Section as b eJ ng th ·
primary int r prete r f need d
ch n ge sin e 1950. T h ove rall tr nd
of Texas business law was
characterized as be ing oriented
toward the- principles of flexibility
and freedom of contract. In r · ent
decades, the recognition of a need
for large organizations and
accumulati ns of a pital have
di splac:ed ntrary ninete nthcentury id eas. In th are a of
bus iness a nd omme rcial law,
Pro fess r Bromberg portrayed the
d evelopment of the law as b eing far
from complete.
rank Wozen raft, a m ember of
th e dis tin g ui hed lous ton
fir m of Bak •r & Botts and a
former editor-in-chief of the Yale Law
Journal, was the final speaker of the
afternoon. Noting that business and
commercial law in Texas had
dev loped prim rily in the
ma rke tplace, W zen cr, ft obs rved
that s ince 1955 ba r c mmitte has
s tood g uard over the Texas
corpora t · a nd commercia l statutes.
By en c ctin g the Uniform
Commercial Code i_n 1963, the Texas
Legislature brought the state into
the mainstream of American
commercial law. Recognizing that
the state was then in a time of
transition, the need for flexibility in
the law was demanded. By using
recent Delaware cases as an
illustrative aid of recent trends in
the area of corporate law, Mr.
Wozencraft invited the audience to
participate in the inevitable

F

Continued on next page.
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turbulent times ahead for Texas
business law.
The conference succeeded in
generating an enormous amount of
di s ussion on th e d velopment and
reform of Te as Law. The pr gram's
thorol.lgh coverag of Texas law wa s
a fitting tribute to the 75th
anniversary of th e University a11d
Professor Mc.Knight, who organized
the program with the assistan of
th law school's Continuing Legal
Education staff. The pap ers of the
program are in the course of
preparation for publication and will
soon appear in print. This brief
summary cann t really do justice to
any of the pap ers pres nted, and
accordingly, each paper should be
read to be fully appreciated.

CAREER SERVICES
GETS NEW
DIRECTOR

C

arol J. Brown is U, new

director of Career Seivices for
th e School of La w. She comes
to SMU with eight years of law
school and recruiting experience. In
1978 she was the registrar of Loyola
University of Law in Chicago and in
1981 became placement director. In
1982, Carol accepted the position of
hiring coordinator for a large
Chicago law firm. She has been a
member of the National Association
for Law Placement (NALP) since
1981 and has served on the Legal

Career Options Committee, the Fair
Employment Practice Committee,
and was elected as Midwest
Regional Coordinator in 1985, where
she was responsible for the regional
conference that year.
Carol plans to utilize her
experience to benefit the students,
alumni, and the employer in
recruiting, counseling, and career
planning. This spring, with the help
of the Student Placement
Committee, Carol plans to sponsor
several "City Nights."
Representatives from various law
firms and corporations in Austin,
Houston, and San Antonio will
present a seminar on their city as a
place to live and work.
On March 13-14, 1987, the first
Texas off-campus recruitment
program, "A Law Placement
Consortium of Texas Law Schools,"
will be held in Dallas at the Colony
Parke Hotel. The program is
sponsored by the Texas Young
Lawyers Association. The purpose
of the recruitment program is to
provide the employer with a costeffective, efficient means to
interview students from all eight
Texas law schools in one city on one
day. Since the program will be held
in Dallas this year, Carol will be
assisting as coordinator.
Always open to ideas, Carol says
she hopes that alumni will offer
their assistance in shaping and
aiding the careers of the law
students.

STUDENT RECEIVES UNDERWOOD
SCHOLARSHIP
athleen Maloney, a this d-y ar law student and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs . Fred Malon y of M lb urne, has received the Nancy
Underwood Sch olarship a t SMU.
Th.is scholarship is awarded to a graduate student exemplifying
leadership and academic excellence.
Maloney is currently studying in both SMU's School of Law and the
Edwin L. Cox School of Business. She is the senior editor of the
International Lawyer and research assistant for two SMU professors. She
has 1·eceived many hon ors, induding Outstanding Academic
Achievement Award, American Jurisprudence Award, and the
Carrington, Coleman, Sloman & Blumenthal Award. She has been
chosen by the Honorable Robert M. Hill of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit to serve as a law clerk for a one-year term.
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SMU LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
ELECTS OFFICERS, BOARD

I

Ernest E. Specks, a 1955 graduate
of the SMU School of Law, is currently serving as pr sident for the
1986-87 year of the SMU Law Alumni Association Council. Specks is
a partner in th e {inn of Johnson,
Bromberg & Leeds.
Donald P. Fay. ('73), a partner in
the Dallas firm of Johnson & Swanson, is vice president, and secretary
is William J. Bux, ('77), who is with
the Dallas firm of Hughes & Luce.
Honorable David D. Jackson
('67), former judge of Probate Court
No. 2 of Dallas County, n w with
the Dallas firm of Jenkens & Gilchrist, is immediate past president
of the SMU Law Alumni Association
Council.
Robert Earl Wilson, is Law Fund
Chair for 1986-87. Wilson ('69) is a
partner in the Dallas firm of Haynes
& Boone.
The SMU Law Alumni Association
Council elected six new members for
three-year terms expiring in 1989.
bey ru·e: Charles L. Moore ('75) of
the Albuquerque, N.M. firm of Keleher & Mcleon, P.A.; William F.
Russell of the Lubbock firm of Crenshaw, DuPree & Milam; Mrs. Louise
Raggio ('52) of DaUas firm f Raggio
& Raggio, Inc.; Honorabl Annette
Stewart ('66) of the Dallas ourt of
Appeals; William C. Shrader ('69) of

EDITORS NAMED
FOR JOURNAL
he Journal uf Air Law nnd
Commerce has announced the
election of its board of editors
for 1986-87. Jim Cramer was elected
editor-in-chief, with Robin Perlman
assuming the rol of managing
editor. Jane Nahra, in )charge of
public reJations for this year's Air
Law Symposium, will se.rve as
symposium editor.
The Journal's leading article editors
for the year will be Kim Cagle,
Mark Smith, Susan Scott and Amy
Waters; the leading articles
coordinator is Greg Rogers.
Senior notes editor is Mike
Windsor; senior comments editor is
Rob Kibby. Bob Rocket and Cyndy
Harkins are, respectively, assistant
managing editor and assistant
symposium editor.
Notes and comments editors
include Dana Bruce, Matt Holly,
Hyatt Carter, David Smith, Kim
Glenn and Jim Witcher. Also taking
positions with the foumal are Angie
Bain (staff editor); Tim Bates
(research editor); Tom Whelan
(Citations Editor); and business
editor Colin Lineberry.
Associate Dean C. Paul Rogers III
will continue as the Journal's faculty
advisor. Administrative assistant
Mary Ann Pucket will continue to
hold the office together in 1986-87.

T

Ernest E. Specks ('55)

the Houston firm of Shrader & York,
and Gary W. Westerberg ('71) of the
Chicag firm L rd, Bissell & Brook.
Reelected to tl,ree-y ar terms w r
W. low1y Barfield m ('82) of the
Dalla fu-m of Robins, Z Ile, Larson
& Kaplan and Patrick 0. Waddel
('67) of the Tulsa firm of Waddel &
Buzzard.
Honored as chairs of the 1985-86
Law Library Fund of the School
were: Robert L. Meyers Ill ('60) and
Richard B. Grisham ('72) of Otis Engineering orporation . .Robert H.
Mow, Jr. ('63), f the Dallas firm f
Hughes & Luc , was honored f r
servi e as the 1985-86 Law und
Chair.

FINKIN AWARDED FULBRIGHT GRANT

M

atthew Fi'nkin, labor law specialist in the School of Law, has
received a Fulbright grant for teaching and research in W st
Germany.
Beginning in April 1987, h will team- teach a seminar at the University
of Muenster and onduct resea rch in German empl yment law.
Finkin ha s b en a member of the SMU Law School faculty since 1973.
Ht: ,received hi LL.B. from New York University, and a n LL.M. degree
from Yale. Before c m ing to SMU, 11e was associated with th · American
Associati.on of University Prof ssors, first as a legal assistant and later as
acting counsel. He has also lectured at Duke Universi ty and the
University of Michigan.
The Fulbright program was established in 1946 when Senator J.
William Fulbright s ponsored legislation designed to promote a better
understanding between nations through educational exch,nges .
Fulbright had been pi-esident f the University of Arkansas b fore his
election to Congress.
7

UNDERWOOD LAW LIBRARY
RANKS WITH THE BEST

0

ne of the first thin gs, among
many, that new d a n
Kenneth L. Penegar cit d
upon his arrival at SMU was the
Underwood Law Library and its
distinguished overseer, Earl
Borgeson.
"The School of Law has an
outstanding physical plant and
library - one of the top twenty or
thirty law libraries in the country
without a doubt ..." noted Penegar
in an inteview with The Advocate,
". . . in terms of not only total
number of volumes held, but also
the scope of titles and kinds of
services provided. The library is
adequately staffed by a cadre of
professionals, including an
outstanding librarian - one of the
top of a handful of excellent
librarians in the country."
Professor Borgeson has been at
the helm of the Underwood Law
Library since June of 1978, and is a
true veteran of his trade. While the
major portion of his career was as
librarian for the Harvard Law School
Library, he also broadened his
experience at the Los Angeles
County Law Library and the
Stanford University libraries.
He has served as president of the
American Association of Law
Libraries and has served in
numerous capacities with other law
library associations. He has
consulted widely on legal research
techniques for librarians and shares
a special interest in international
library matters through work with
the American Bar Association and
other groups. The international
scope of the Underwood Library is
particularly suited to his expertise in
providing unique library services.
Und · r the guid ance of B rg son,
Lhe Underwo d Library has steadily
climbed in the rank of outstanding
American law school libraries, and is
today the largest private legal library
in the Southwest.
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Earl Borgeson and Hibernia Turbeville

as t year U1e Underwood 's
collection reached 333,000
volumes. The library staff
handled more than 30,000 reference
inquiries, many by people unable to
come to the library. Over 300,000
individual user entries were

L

Under the guidance of
Borgeson, the Underwood
Library has steadily climbed
in the ranks of outstanding
American law school
libraries, and is today the
largest private legal library
in the Southwest.
recorded during the year, and
750,000 photocopies were made at

the library - indicative of
tremendous use by the campus and
the community.
"Much of our effort of the
Underwood staff goes into

connecting the collection to
individual pursuits and specialized
research. The staff is an experienced
one - sixteen hold bachelors'
degrees, fourteen have masters', one
a doctorate, and six the J.D. degree.
This provides an opportunity to
exploit limitless information
resources and expedite multifaceted
research efforts at the school," said
Borgeson.
It was not always this way.
When the first class of the law
school met in the autumn of 1925, in
the basement of Dallas Hall, the law
bo k wer a part of the University
Collection. One m emory h as it that
the whole card catalogue fit in a
shoebox, and was easily managed
by students and faculty. Twenty-two
years later, Miss Hibernia Turbeville
would be appointed the first official
law librarian. The SMU Law Library
was now ready for bigger times, and
made the move into the basement of
Storey Hall.

h n Nancy died in 1983,
twelve years alter th ~
library's d dication in 1971,
Professor Galvin expressed his
appr iati.on in a eulogy to Nancy
Lou Chambers Underwood:
"The Underwood Law Library
contains bricks and mortar and
concrete and books and people, but,
f faT greater importan e, very
squar foot of that building
proclaims Nancy's love and
gener sity. It reflect the s nse of
c n em and civi comnutment to
this community of this great and
go d lady, this gentlewoman who
saw opportw1ity for la tings rvic ·
to countless pe ple in the future a nd
who will be memorializ din that
magnificen t building - her building
- f r gen rations to com ."
Ea rl Borgeson sees and feels the
imp rtanc of th e libra1y mor
in tensely than anyone else these
days. It is now a million-dollar-ayear inv s tm en t in th vital link of
classr m id a and basic I gal
research, and it is striding into the
next entury with the Uige of
technology biting at its h e ls. For
the student, the tea her, the
thorough and innovative resear he1~
it represen ts an oSSet that unde rpin s
all aspec t f th ducational
process.
The commitment to provide a
quality facility with outstanding
re -ar hand information services is
being fulfilled by the library. "The
technology of the future is upon us
now," says Earl Borgeson.
"T chnology and the continuing
worldwide inf nn ation plosion
are the d,a llenges for us in keeping
up wjth worthwh.il trend s and in
keeping a head just enough to
provide our users the best and rn st
thorough information a t our
disposal."

W

The Underwood Law Library under construction in 1969,

"Miss Turbeville carefully
developed the collection and
expanded services a f, r as financial
resourc sand her ingenuity could
project them," says Borg son.
"Under her astute dir ction the
library grew fr m a small facility
capabl of r sp nding to the n · eds
of th chool into an institution of
regional, national, and international
scop ."
Th dream for a new library began
in earnest in 1965 with plans to
create a warm and inviting facility
with a variety of comfortable and
priva t • study areas . That was th e
dream . The money was not ther .
Many possible d onors w re
considered by then dean Chacles 0.
Galvin, who was encouraged by a
matching grant po s.ibility fr m the
Deprutm ent of Hea lth, Educcltion
nd We lfare. He kn ew that SMU
was ready for a major working and
research library serving not only
students and faculty but the

university community and the bench
and bar of th e entire region.
Nancy and George Underwood
provided the bulk qf funds and
en ergy to build th new library. [n
1971 Miss Turbeville wa able to
transplant a collection that had
grown to 174,000 v lumes into the
new s tru cture . lnde d, sh1c its

For the student, the teacher, the
thorough and innovative
researcher, it represents an
asset that underpins all
aspects of the educational
process.
opening, the unjque on.figuration of
shelving, variety of s tudy spaces,
and cornfortabJ peopl
accommodations " hav been Eten
admired and duplicated by others,"
says Borgeson.
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2-1 DECISION
DETERMINES
WIN NERS OF
MOCK TRIAL
by Elizabeth Emmert (3L)

efending Mi ha I Kubek,
accused of intentionaJJy
throwing a bas baJJ at
Thomas Aaron during a college
baseball game, the team of Mark
Jackson (2L), Michael Shaunessy (3L),
and David Taylor (3L) won the recent
Trial Advocacy Club's 1986
intraschool mock trial competition.
The winning team narrowly
defeated the team of Khalid Hamideh
(3L), Stephen Jackson (3L), and Kevin
Kapitan (2L). While the jury, whose
vote on the merits of the case did
not count officially, gave the
eventual winners an 11-1 decision
on the facts, the judges were split 21 on the teams' presentations of the
case.
Federal District Court Judge
Robert B. Maloney presided at the
final round of the competition, held
in the Maco Stewart Memorial Court
Room in Florence Hall. Judge
Maloney was joined on the bench by
G. Leroy Street ('70) and Daniel P.
Donovan of the law firm of Geary,
Stahl & Spencer, which sponsors the
annual competition. In addition to
providing financial support for the
mock trial program, the firm
conducted skill sessions on Saturday
mornings prior to the competition to
help teams prepare their cases.
At a reception to be held in the
spring, each of the winners will
receive a plaque and a $100 check;
each of the runners-up will receive a
plaque and a $50 check. Competitors
on the semifinalist teams of Michael
Boyd (2L), Jerry Ewing (3L), and
Jeanine LaRussa (3L), and John
Marziotti (2L), Paul Myers (2L) and
Greg Singer (2L) will receive checks
of $25 each.
The two teams competing in the
finals survived from an original field
of 17 teams that started competition
on October 9.

D
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1986 Mock Trial Finalists (L to R) 1st place: Mark Jackson (2L), David Taylor (3L), and Michael
Shaunessy (3L); 2nd place: Steven Jackson (3L) Khalid Hamideh (3L) and Kevin Kapitnn (2L).

Steven Jackson gives his closing argument to members of the jury.

EXTERN PROGRAM PLACES STUDENTS IN
TEXAS SUPREME COURT

h faculty of the SMU School
of Law recently expanded the
school's Legal Ex terns hip
Program by approving the
placement f two third -year
students with the Su pr me Court of
Texas. The court, at the initiation of
Chief Justice John L. Hill, began
plan for the pwgram last year.
During the Fall 1986 sem s t 1~ nine
law students were welco1ned into
the court. In addition to the SMU
students, seven students from the
University of Texas participated in
the prngram. Ead1 tudent-was
assign d to one of the nine justices
on the court and worked dos ly
with that justice and his staff.
The SMU students participating in
the program, Michael Shaunessy
and Carol Vaughan, work d with
the court on a full-time basis from
September through December.
While the decision to participate in
the program meant that Shaunessy
and Vaugh n would move to Austin
for several months, neither was a
stranger to the city. Shaunessy
attended and received his
undergraduate degree in busiJ1ess
from th University of Texas before
enteriJig law school. Vaughan,
likewise, had lived in Austin for
fifteen years prior to law school,
during whid, time she attended UT
and worked in the field of s pecial
education for the visually
handicapped.
Both students describe the
experience as the ideal, practica l
supplement to U1eir more th r tical
and academic classroom studies.
Shaunessy, assigned to Justice
Robert M. Campbell, stated that
"the opportunity to discuss my

T

work with Justice Campbell has both
challenged me and given me the
be11efit of a ·upr me court ju tic 's
vi wpoint and insight int cases."
Vaughan agrees that Jier placement
in 01ief Justice Hill's office has b en
one of the most valuable aspects of
her legal education.
Shaunessy ,md Vaughan w re
involved in a ll asp cts f the court's
work: applications for writs f error,
motions for reh aring, and legal
pinions. While the majority f their
time was spent onducting research
and writing legal .memoranda for
their respective justic s, they
en.joyed th pportunity of m eting
and dis us ing I ga l issues with tbe
oth r justices as w ll. Additionally,
ea h justice has two briefing
attorneys, both of whom were
available for assistance.
Both Shaunessy and Vaughan
w re especially impress d with the
way in which ev ryone at the court
made them f I like an i·ntegra1 part
of the staff. "Everyone encouraged
us to ask questions and at the same
time showed a real respect for our
work," Vaugh n Sc id.
When ask d whether they would
again choose to participat in the
externship program, both had no
doubt that the answer was yes.
"The experience all wed m to
develop a g1·eater appreciation for
my formal legal training. To actually
use this knowledge in the court
setting was very satisfying," said
Shaunessy. Vaughan agreed. •r1 feel
th l w rkin g in th c urt taught me
a lot about leg I analysis. I 1-arned
the valu of a well-r a oned and
persuasive argument."

Boris l. Bittker, Sterling Professor Emeritus
at Yale School of Law delivered this year's
Touche Ross Lecture titled "Reflections on the
Tax Reform Act of 1986."
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SMU LEGAL CLINICS: 40 YEARS IN COURT

so that no one will suffer any loss of
property or rights because of
economic status. The idea of our
clinic is twofold, for the public
welfare and for the practice that the
students get." With the move in
1951 of the law school to Storey
Hall, the clinic acquired for the first
time its own office space.
n 1957, Professors Joseph
McKnight and Moss Wimbish
supervised and gui.d d the SMU
law students who were then
providing legal assistance to needy
persons in Dallas County. Pro fes or
McKnight concentrated on the civil
cases while Professor Wimbish
attended to the growing volume of
prisoner correspondence concerning
criminal matters. The Daily Campus
said that the 1957 clinic closed 281
cases, with 164 representing "family
problems." Student Rex Reed ably
handled the newly-created position
of Clinic Publicity Officer.
Charles 0. Galvin was the dean of
the law school in 1964 when the
Legal Clinic opened an Oak Cliff
office on South Beckley to serve the
needy in that neighb rho d and
also as a demonstralion pr ject for
the Dallas Legal Services. The
program was made possible by a
$42,000 grant from the National
Council on Legal Clinics and by the
growing interest and participation of
law students who received one hour
of academic credit and some very
valuable experience. In announcing
the opening of the new legal aid
center, Dean Galvin indicated that
professional r sp n sibility is bes
developed in law tudents through
their preparation and legal work in

I

Judge Dan P. Gibbs has generously provided the photograph of the first 1947 class. Judge Gibbs is seated
at the far right and Professor W.D. Masterson is seated in the center.

hi.s year will mark the forti th
y ar th at SMU law stud.en ts
have represent d th ·nz ns
of Dallas in court. Professor W. D.
Masterson started the in-court
program when he had his students
begin to put into practice the civil
procedure he taught in the
classroom. Since that first class of 20
in 1947, more than 1,800 SMU law
students have represented over
50,000 clients in court proceedings
from trials to appeals.
The first class was made up of
volunteers who received no
academic credit for their work. In
publishing this picture, we hope to
identify all the faces. We also hope
to compile a complete directory of
all students who have participated
in clinical work. The November 13,
1948 issue of The Daily Campus
indicates that Professor Masterson's
clinic handled 50 cases during its
first year and that the clinic operated
in cooperation with the city/county
welfare department and the Dallas
Junior Bar Association. The welfare
department selected each client. The

T
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SMU students then investigated the
case and recommended a course of
action. Those cases which went to
trial were tried by members of the
Junior Bar Association.
The cases included child support
cases, adoption, divorce,
guardianship, and recovery of
personal property. The clinic was
treated as an extracurricular activity,
requiring that each participant
maintain a grade-point average in
the top third of the class. The Daily
Campus reported that Charles W.
Tessmer, Oran Smith, Lee Smith,
Stanley A. Jones, David W. Howell,
Allen Pye, Jack G. Ball, S. L. Farr,
Clyde Davis, and James T. Wright
were among the first-year clinic
students. According to The Daily
Campus, the 1948 clinic handled 146
cases of varying types; and that
growth in free legal service to the
needy has continued to the present.
The 1950 clinic was under the
direction of Professor Talbot Rain,
who stated that "The profession
realizes that the administration of
justice must be available to everyone

The idea of our clinic is
twofold, for the public
welfare and for the practice
that the students get.
actual situations. He went on to say,
"The legal profession will retain its
status only so long as its
membership is vigilant about
maintaining the highest possible
standards of ethical conduct and
professional responsibility."

In the summer of 1970, Professor
Maxine McConnell was hired as the
full-time director of the Civil Clinic.
Professor Walter W. Steele was the
faculty adviser for th clinic at the
time, and Irv Queal and Al Ellis
were the student chief counsels.
Eighty-one shtdents from both the
se ond and third year worked in the
clinic in 1970.
rof ssor Mc onnell described
the clinic's learning process
and goals. "Here at SMU, th
students learn by studying cases
and in orporating th ocrati
m th d. P pie can learn those
ntle , bttt when it comes to putting
those rules into practice they realize
it is much different than they
thought. We want to bri.dge that g, p
and pr -pare, p r on so that he
doesn't stumble around for a year,
not serving his client in the
process."
In l976, the law school began a
Criminal Justice Clinic and in 1977 a
Federal Taxpayers Clinic. ln 1984,
the law school received funding
from the Legal S •1-vice orpora tion
and b gan a pil t Elder!, w Project,
directed by Amy Isaminger, which
serv s the legal needs in civil
matt r for elderly citizens of Dall, s
County. In the sarn year th law
school began an Appellate lini
und r th direction f J. Th mas
Sullivan . That clini operated
sue ssfully for two years until
ext ma! funding from the National
Office of Education was
discontinued.
Today, the SMU Legal Clinics are
alive and well. Three major clinics,
the Civil Clinic, the Criminal Justice
Clinic, and the Federal Taxpayers
Clinic, al ng with an Eld rlaw
Ir jee::t ati, ched to the Civil Clinic,
annually r pres nt moJe than 1,500
citizens in the Dallas community
and prepare over 90 law students f r
a more successful professional lif .
Clinical instruction at the law h
today requires three full-time faculty
members, four part-time supervising
attorneys, four secretaries, one parttime secretary, and two part-time
telephone receptionists.
Approximately 30 per nt of the
graduatin law students at SMU

P

l.el{al Clinic staff and students, 1987

By 1964 the clinic was handling
550 cases annually and The Daily
Campus reported that more than 400
student lawyers had been trained
and more than 3,500 clients had
been represented at that point.
Chief Counsel Steve Dycus indicated
that cases had increased 25 to 40
percent over the previous year and
stated without benefit of legal
authority that "believe it or not,
good weather and a full moon will
bring in more cases."
A grant from the Ford Foundation

" ... believe it or not, good
weather and a full moon will
bring in more cases."
enabled the clinic to continue to
op rate in its Oak Oiff .Uice in
1965, and to open ffic s in West
Dallas at the Hampton Road He,lth
and Recreation Center. Professor
Joseph McKnight continued as
director of the linic aid d by two

associate directors, Lawrence
Cottingham and Sol Ba mstein.
Pr fessor David Bolton, a retired
navy commander, became the first
full-time director of the clinics in
1966. He indicated that the clinic
had handled 1,340 cases in 1965-66
and that th pmp >se of th cUni
sup rvision is "as u ring th high
prof ssionaJ level of advi e and
assistance r quired in dealing with
the leg, 1 problems of our clients."
The increase in cases was matched
by increased faculty and no11-facu!ty
superv is ion. Professors M Knight,
Baernstein, and Wimbish, w re
joined by Professors Eugene Smilh
and William Vandercr k along with
Ms. Sue Go Isby, an associate
director. Today, Professor Joseph
McKnight continues to serve as a
resource to clini students as he has
for over 30 years.
In 1967 students were
repre nting cli -nts in thejustk of
the Peace court presided over by
Judg W. E. Richburg in Oak Cl iff,
where over the years many of them
were to meet their first client.
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annually provide legal services to
disadvantaged persons who would
otherwise do without. During the
'40s '50s and early '60s, SMU was
the principal provider of legal
services to the poor in Dallas
County. That role necessitated large
volume case loads and a very low
means test for each prospective
client. Today, the North Central
Texas Legal Services and the Dallas
Bar Association provide legal
services along with SMU. This gives
greater flexibility in choosing the
types of cases for student
representation. The learning
opportunities are more varied and
the teaching function more
controllable.
The law school will proudly
celebrate this 40 years of legal
service to the Dallas community
with a reunion at the Student Center
to be held on Saturday, April 25,
1987. The records at the law school
concerning the names of those who
have participated in the legal clinics
are fragmentary at best. Judge Gibbs
indicated that if he sat down with a
few of the people in his class of 1947
he would be able to connect names
with the faces in the picture in a few
minutes. By publishing that picture
and generating some interest in the
past clinical classes we hope to get
your help in putting together a
complete roster of those who have
gone through the clinics. If you see
yourself or someone you know in
the picture or if you participated in
clinic, we would appreciate it if you
would call or write and help us fill
in the blanks. Our records from 1960
to date are complete, but prior to
that time, we have only partial lists
of the student lawyers. Please call
Kristen Werner at 214/692-2562 if
you have any information regarding
clinic alumni.
The SMU School of Law is very
proud of its tradition of public
service. The law school wishes to
commemorate the dedication of all
those students who made that
public service possible . Please join
us in making the 40-year reunion an
enjoyable success.
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ALFRED P. MURRAH
LECTURE PACKS
UNDERWOOD
Leo Levin, director, Fed ral
udicial C nt r, present d the
ixth Annual Murra h L Clure
in October to a standing-room-only
audience at the Underwood Law
Library. Levin, who has been
involved in teaching law for nearly
forty years, spoke on trial judge
discretion. The theme of the annual
lecture is the administration of
justice.
Levin has been director of the FJC
since 1977. The center is the
research, development, and training
arm of the federal judicial system
created by Congress in 1967. Levin
holds degrees from Yeshiva College,
the University of Pennsylvania, and
New York University. Other career
activities have included
appointments on various national
commissions and conferences
associated with law, and he is the
author of numerous books and
article.s on the American judiciary.
The Alfred P. Murrah lectureship
was established through the Hatton
W. Sumners Foundation to
commemorate the life work of
Murrah, a judge of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Tenth
Circuit from 1940 until his death in
1975. He was director of the Federal
Judicial Center from 1970 to 1974.
Hatton Sumners was a U.S.
Congressman from Dallas from 1913
to 1947, and chaired the House
Committee on the Judiciary.

1986 SMART AWARD
WINNERS
ANNOUNCED

D

ean Kenneth L. Penegar h as

ann unced that th e Dr. D n
M . Smart Priz · for Directed
Research has been awarded to
"Deciding Hard Cases: Billy Budd,
Eichman in Jerusalem, and the
Moral Dimension of Judging,"
written by Emily S. Barbour-Wilson
under the supervision of Professor
Thomas W. Mayo. The decision on
the award was made on the
evaluation of three readers:
Professors Roy R. Anderson,
Frederick C. Moss and Ellen K.
Solender, who read them without
knowledge of the identity of the
authors or the supervising
professors. Nine papers were
submitted for consideration.
Under the terms of Dr. Smart' s
endowment, the prize, which this
year is $3,000, is to be shared by the
student and the supervising
professor. Congratulations are due
to all concerned . Thanks are
especially owed to Professors
Anderson, Moss, and Solender.
Professor Howard J. Taubenfeld
was selected to receive the Don M.
Smart Teaching Award given
annually to the faculty member
judged to be the best instructor in
the law school by the students.
Professor Taubenfeld was selected to
receive the cash award of $3,500 in
reccognition of his teaching
excellence during the 1985-86
academic year.

LAW FIRM GIVES WRITING AWARD
orsham, Forsythe, Samples & Wooldridge established a $500
award for a student writing "the outstanding Law Review article
or case note on a topic involving public utility law or a
developing area having significant impact on public utilities" and a
$4,500 student scholarship in the firm's name. Other law firms
continuing their scholarship support include Carrington, Coleman,
Sloman & Blumenthal; Clark, West, Keller, Butler & Ellis; Fulbright &
Jaworski; Gardere & Wynne; Johnson, Bromberg & Leeds; Johnson &
Swanson; Locke, Purnell, Boren, Laney & Neely; Moore & Peterson;
Strasburger & Price; Thompson & Knight; and Vinson & Elkins.

W

ZIEGLER FUND, MEADOWS GRANT
BENEFIT SCHOOL

DEAN ESTABLISHES
STUDENT
ADVISORY COUNCIL
ean Kenn th L. Penega r
announc d the es tablishment
of a student advisory council
to foster more effective
communication between the
administration and the law student
body.
The council is composed of twelve
law students, six appointed by the
dean and six selected by an
interview and selection committee.
Those i:lppointed by Dean Penegar
are: Dane Patrick, president, S.B.A.;
Troy Mann, vice presid nt, S.B.A.;
James J. Crame r, editor-in-chief,
Journal of Air Law & Commerce; Terry
Henry, editor-in-chief, Southwestern
Law Journal; Michael Moss,
president, Black American Law
Students Associa tion; and Ben
Garcia, president, Hispanic
American Law Students Association.
The interview and selection
committee of Jerry Ewing, Nelda
Sanchez, and Professor Tom Mayo
reviewed over 70 applications-and
chose Phillip Ashman (lL); Klaus
Becher (LL.M.); Barbara Bell (lL);
Jenny Devin (2L); Suzanne Hebert
(lL); and Susan Wright (2L) .
The council's main concerns were
problems with the present system of
course selection where certain
courses always get filled early and
recruitment of more minority
students. The council also is
concerned with computerization in
the library, in the school
administration, and in faculty
research.
The council is scheduled to meet
very two weeks to continue airing
issu es and opening the lines of
communciation between the
students and faculty.

D

Dean Ken Peneger with Florence Ziegler and Henry Schlinger ('47).

he trus tees of the Samuel E. Ziegler Founda tion have committed
over $50,000 to establis h the Samuel E. Ziegler Civil Liberties a nd
Human Defense Fun d a t the SMU Sch I of Law. Th perm a nently
endowed fund will "help in advancing civil lib rties and hmuan rig hts.
The income for the fund is devoted to the activiti s of the SMU Clinics
for the prepara tion a nd presentation of those cases having importance in
the area of ivil liberti es and hum an rights. In addition, from time to
time, a Ziegler Fellow may be d esignated from among the students to
assis t in th prepa rati on of civil liberties and human rights cases ."
The trus tees, including Mrs. Florence G. Ziegler, Howard Wolf, L. N.D.
Wells, Dr. Aaron Q . Sartain, and Henry D. Schlinge r ('47), awarded this
gift to Dean .Kenneth P nega r on Se p tern b · r 3, 1986. In accepting the gift,
Dean Penegar noted, "We are indebted to the trustees of the Ziegler
Foundation for their visi n in k ping in the forefront of our efforts the
need fo r ntinui.ng schola rly and prac tical work in the cause of
advancing fundamental human righ ts. Their passion, and that of the late
Samuel Ziegle r, for u h concerns will be of a continuing inspiration to us
in the Law School and the wider community we serve."
Dean Penegar also announced receipt fa $34,000 gra nt from the
Meadows Foundation for th e Elder!, w Clinic. This gift will help mee t the
ongoing obligations of the clinic, esta blished in 1984 t mee t th specific
legal needs f the elderly. This gift was given in memory of William P.
Barnes (' 49).
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rnest E. Specks ('Sr.), presi-

d nt of this year's Law Alumni Associa tion Council, has
been overseeing a committee structure that effectively has alumni involved in important aspects of the
School of Law's life.
The Admissions Committee, under the leadership of Glenn Portman ('75), has used several alumni
volunteers to represent the Law
School at Undergraduate Law Fairs,
including Harry Najim ('72) at Wichita State and Jeff Kinsel ('74) at Baylor University. Several other alumni
have agreed to host area receptions
in the spring for prospective students: Charlie Moore ('75) in Albuquerque, New Mexico; Lee Hancock
('79) in Kansas City; Martin Camp
('79) in Austin; and Tim Reames
('61), Carl McKinzie ('66), and Doug
Thorpe ('68) in Los Angeles.
William J. Bux ('77), chair of the
Alumni Scholars Program, recruited
seven attorneys to volunteer to
sponsor a student recipient of the
Alumni Scholarship. Seven students
were chosen to receive scholarships
provided by the alumni donations to
the Annual Fund earmarked for
scholarships. A luncheon was held
at Lawyers Inn to honor these scholars and their alumni sponsors.
Those honored were Linda Sue Althoff and her sponsor Sherri Turner
Alexander ('83) of Johnson & Swanson; Janice Lee Baldwin and her
sponsor Paul D. Koning ('81) of
Hughes & Luce; Antonio Cobos &
sponsor Drew A. Campbell ('83) of
Thompson & Knight; Carrie Lee
Huff and her sponsor Holly Jamison ('85) of Jackson, Walker, Winstead, Cantwell & Miller; Leonard J.
Padilla and sponsor Robert M.
Hoffman ('81) of Vial, Hamilton,
Koch & Knox; Greg Williams and
sponsor Thomas P. Arnold ('81) of
Locke, Purnell, Boren, Laney &
Neely; and Eric Yollick and sponsor
Steven D. Nelson ('76) of Winstead,
McGuire, Sechrest & Minick.
The Student Relations Committee,
co-chaired by Charles J. McGuire
III, ('67) and Donald J. Lucas ('64),
sponsored a program in which volunteers discussed several areas of law of interest to young students, followed by an
informal reception which allowed stu16

LAW ALUMNI ASSOCIATION COUNCIL
COMMITTEES MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

Bill Bux ('77) (middle) with Alumni Scholarship recipients Eric Yo/lick (1L) and]. Lee Baldwin (1L)

Student Relations Committee members Charles McGuire, Chairman; Becky Hurley; Emily Parker; Jim
Burnham; Ed Koppman; and Bill French.

dents the opportunity to visit with speakers. Speakers included Ed Koppman
('67), of Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer &
Feld, on the differences between large
and small firms; Emily Parker ('73), of
Thompson & Knight, on special concerns of women, Bill French III, of
MTech, on in-house corporate counsel;
Jim Burnham ('68), formerly chief felony prosecutor in Dallas County District
Attorney's Office, on government service;
John Esch ('67), of Price Waterhouse &
Company, on accounting firms, and
Becky Hurley ('82), of Jenkens &
Gilchrist, speaking on judicial clerkships.
Lastly, the special events committee is
hard at the task of preparing for a spring
full of special memories. In March, the

class reunions for classes ending in "2"
and "7" are being planned under the
guidance of the reunion chairman, Ed
Peterson. Scheduled for March 28, this
promises to be a great event for all reunion classes. If you have not been notified
or wish further information, please contact Bob Schmitz, SMU Law School Development Office, at (214) 692-3341.
Nominations for this years Distinguished Alumni Awards are being reviewed at this time. With the award ceremony scheduled again this year at the
Belo Mansion on May 1, Law Day, the
program promises to be an even bigger
tribute to some deserving alumnus. If you
haven't already done so, mark your calendars for this May extravaganza.

FOUR VISITING PROFS
TEACH VARIED COURSES
by ROB VINSON

S

MU School of Law is
fortunate to have four new
visiting professors this
semester.
Professor Enrique Dahl is
teaching Comparativ Law n and
International Litigation and
Arbi ration - private. The threehour course on real estate
transactions is being taught by
Ptof ssor John Mixon. Professor
Reed Quilliam is teaching b th the
wills and trusts course and the
estate, gilt and income taxation of
trusts and estates course, while
Professor Lewis Solomon is teaching
business enterprises.
A short biographical sketch of
each professor follows.

International and Commercial Law
Dictionary.

John Mixon
Mixon is a Distinguished Visiting
Professor for the 1987 spring
semester.
Professor Mixon received his
B.B.A. from Stephen F. Austin Stat
College in 1952, and his J.D . from
the Univcr ily of Houst in three
years later. In 1962, he receiv d his
LL.M. fr m Yale University Law
School.
Professor Mixon joined the faculty
of Bates College of Law at the
U11iversity of Houston in 1955,
where he is n w a professor.
Mixon was a visiting associate
pr fess rat Northw s tern
University School of Law in 1965,
and he ha taught- at Rice
University' School of Architecture
Enrique Dahl
as an adjunct professor.
Professor Dahl, a Visiting
Mixon was a m emb r o f th e
Associate Professor, received his
Mayor's
Council of H using in
LLB. and LLD. degrees from
Houston
from 1967 t 1970. From
Buenos Aires University School of
1969 to 1971 he served as director of
Law. He earned his LL.M. degree
the Texas Bill of Rights Foundation.
from London University, Kings
ln 1984, Mi on published Texas
Coll ge. Dahl h_as also studi d at
Mu11.icipal
Zoning Laws. His ther
Leningrad University School of Law.
publications in lude Texas Lm1d Use,
Following the receipt of his LL.B.
in 1973, and Principals of
in 1973, Dahl entered the priv, te
Environmental Ma1iage111enl for Local
practi e of law in Bu no Air s,
Goverrm1ents,
in 1978, b th of which
Argentina. He taught at the Bueno
he co-authored.
Aires and del Salvador Univ rsities
in Buenos Aires for one year, before
studying in Russia from 1977 to
W. Reed Quilliam, Jr.
1979.
Professor Quilliam received his
In 1980, Dahl joined the law firm
B. A. d gre in 1949, his 13. B.A.
of M. & M. Bomchil in Buenos
Aires, later becoming associated
d gre in 1951, and his J.D . d egr •e
in 1953 - all from The University of
with the New York firm of Curtis,
Texas. He earned his LL.M. from
Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle.
Harvard Law School in 1969.
Since 1983, Dahl has taught at
After tea ching in th Fi na nc,
Louisiana State University's Paul M.
Department at Texas 'D ch Univ rsity
Hebert Law Center, where he is an
for a yeai~ Quilliam pre ti ced law in
ass ciate professo r.
Lubbock, Texas, from 1956 to 1 68.
Dahl's publications include
Following his graduate fellowship at
Deredw Sovietivo, and West's

Harvard, Professor Quilliam
returned to Texas Tech where he has
b en a professor of law since 1969,
and where he was associate dean
from 1973 to 1977.
From 1960 to 1968, Quilliam was a
member of the Texas House of
Representatives.
Among ther po itions, Quilliam
has se1·ved as counsel to the Rea l
Estate, Probate and Trust Section of
the State Bar of Texas from 1977 to
1981, as executive director of the
State Bar of Texas from 1980 to 1981,
and as chairman of the Committee
of Estate Planning and Pr bate Law
Exam i.ners fo1· the Texas Board of
Legal Specialization since 1982.
Professor Quilliam has coauthored Texas Wills and Probate

Practice, Course Book in Advanced
Estate Planning and Probate and Texas
Estate Administration Supplement.
Lewis D. Solomon
Professor Solomon is the Rupert
and Lillian Radford Visiting
Professor at SMU this semester.
Since 1977 he has been a professor
at the National Law Center at
George Washington Univ r ity.
Solomon received his B.A. degree
with highest honors in 1963 from
Corn 11. In 1c 6, Yale awarded him a
J.D. d gre .
Foll wing graduatio.n from law
school, Solomon cl rk d for Judge
Edwin D. Steel, Jr. in the federal
District Court in Wilmington,
Delaware. Solomon was an assistant
professor at Suffolk University Law
School in Bost n for a year,
beginning in 1967, be fore becoming
associated with the law firm of
Colton, Weissberg, Har tnick &
Yamin in New York City f r five
years.
In 1973, Solomon became an
associate professor at the University
of Missouri at Kansas City.
His publi a ti ns include Proble111s
and Materials in Federal Income Taxes
(with R. Rice); Trusts and Estates: A
Basic Course; Corporntio11s - Lnw mid
Policy: Problems and Materials (with
Steven n and Schwartz); Corpomte
Mergers, Acquisitions and Divestitures;
and Tax Planning Strategies (with S.
Posner).
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Charles F. Campbell ('69), was
district judge, 43rd Judicial District
elected judge, Texas Court of
of Texas, from 1971 to 1985. He has
Criminal Appeals in Austin, in 1982
been justice, Court of Appeals,
after serving as assistanl altorney
Second Supreme Judicial District in
g
neral
of
Texas
from
1979
to
1982
Fort Worth, since 1985. His son,
n th last Brie.f, il was noted th at
Craig Hopkins ('84), is now serving
Jud ge Fletcher Freeman ('73) and under Attorney General Mark
White . In addition to his current
as assistant city attorney of Dallas.
Jud ge Francis Faris, Jr. ('SO) J,ad
judgeship, he is also a member of
Sam Houston ('66), practiced law
requested information regarding
the
Board
of
Directors
and
Texas
in
Denton County from 1966
other SMU School of Law graduates
Center for the Judiciary.
through 1973 before being appointed
who are (or have been) on the
Richard N. Countiss ('61),
judge of the newly created 211th
bench. Since the law school does not
practiced law in Spearman, Texas,
Judicial District Court in Denton
have that information on hand, we
and Washington, D . C. , before
County in 1974. He began his fourth
asked our readers to let us know if
serving
as
district
judge
of
the
84th
full term this year.
they are serving as judges. If you
Judicial District of Texas from 1974
David Indorf ('80), is serving as
are not on our list, please send the
to 1979. He h as served as a justice of associate municipal judge in Dallas
pertinent information (date of
Texas' 7th our t of App als in
since appointment in 1985. In 1986
graduation, degree, date of
Amarill
o
since
that
tim
.
he was also appointed associate
appointment etc.) to:
Bob Day ('65), is judge, County
municipal judge, city of the Colony.
The Brief
Court of Law o. 4 in Dallas
Tom Kenyon (LL.B. '51), was
P.O. Box 116
County, and has served in that
appointed judge of the Court of
Dallas, Texas 75275-0116
capacity since 1971, not 1981 as
Domestic Relations for Brazoria
The following alumni responded
previously mentioned in the last
County, Texas, in 1973 and elected
to our "call" since the last Brief:
Brief. Judge Day was worried that
to that office in 1974. The court was
Jack R. Blackmon ('39), judge of
perhaps "all of the judgments that I changed to the 300th District Court
the 117th District Court in Corpus
entered for them [attorneys] from
in 1977. He was elected judge of the
Christi for 14 years, retired
1971 through 1981 were invalid."
court in 1978 and 1982. Judge
December 31. He was succeeded by
Sorry.
Kenyon did not seek re-election and
his son, Robert M. Blackmon ('65),
Bob Dickenson ('57), was elected
following retirement has consented
who had been judge of the County
to the 11th Court of Appeals of
to assignment in criminal and
Court at Law No. 1 in Corpus
Texas in 1978. He makes his home in domestic relations cases.
Christi since 1979.
Eastland, Texas.
John R. Leigh ('74), was
Raleigh Brown ('52), was elected
James W. Faison ('72), was
appointed judge, 282nd Judicial
to the 11th Court of Appeals of
appointed judge of the municipal
District Court, state of Texas, in
Texas in 1972 after serving as district court f r Camden, New Jersey, on
August 1986.
judge in Abilene.
October 9, 1986.
Carl F. McClellan ('53), was
James S. Bryant ('78), served as
Owen M. Giles (LL.B. '48),
appointed judge of the municipal
special district judge, state of
served as judg ·, Dallas Coun ty
court in Richardson, Texas, in 1983,
Oklahoma, beginning in 1981 and
Court f Law N o . 1, for ten yea rs
the first full-time judgeship for
was appointed associate district
beginning in 1953, a11d s rv d for
Richardson. He still serves in that
judge in 1982 and district judge in
twenty years as judge of the 68th
capacity.
1984. He resigned in November 1985 Judicial District Court before his
Pat McDowell ('60), has been
to practice with the Tulsa firm of
retirement in 1982.
reelected judge, Criminal District
Hall, Estill, Hardwick, Gable,
Allan C. Glaser ('61), served the
Court No. 5, Dallas County, a
Collingsworth & Nelson.
Corporation Court of Benbrook,
position he has held since 1981.
Joe Burnett (B.B.A. '57, J.D. '59),
Texas, during 1962-64 and is now
Charles J. Murray (LL.B. '50), was
served as judge, County Court at
living in Dix Hills, New York. He is
appointed judge, 17th Judicial
Law No . 4 in Dallas, from 1969 to
a member of the Texas, Connecticut, District of Texas (Tarrant County), in
1971; judge, 44th District Court,
and New York state bars.
1963, ari.d reelected six times to date.
from 1971 to 1975; and has been
Nathan L. Hecht ('74), has been
He also w as appointed presiding
judge, 134th District Court, from
district judge, 95th Judicial District
judge, Eig hth Adm inistra tive
1977 to the present.
Court, Dallas County, since 1981. He Judicial Region of Texas, in 1978 and
Charles L. Caperton ('63) has
was also elected local administrative is still serving.
been a municipal court judge for the judge in 1986 to preside over all
Max N. Osborn (LL.B. '53),
city of University Park since October county and district judges in Dallas
served as associate judge on the
1965 and notes that three of his '63
County and to serve as
Eighth Court of Appeals in El Paso
classmates are also University Park
representative of the judiciary in
from 1973 to 1986 before being
judges: John Allison, Joe
Dallas before all governmental
appointed as chief justice of the
Boudreaux, and John W. Clark, Jr.
bodies.
Eighth Court of Appeals. He was
Harry Hopkins ('50), served as
elected chief justice of that court in
18
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November.
R. Wallace Pack ('53), was
a p po in ted coun ty judge, Lee
C unty, Fl rida, in 1971, sta te of
Florida circuit judge in 1973, and
se rved as administrative judg fo r
Lee Collnty from 1978 to 1983.
is
currently circuit judge, 20th Jud1c1al
Circuit of Florida, in Fort Myers.
George A. Patzig ('63), has served
as justice o f th p ace, Pr ? net 2,
Place 1, in Da llas C unty smce 1967.
Lloyd Wesley Perkins ('74), was
reelected to a third unopposed term
as judge, County Co urt at Law N .
2, Grayson County. He finish d four
yea rs on boa rd of directors of Texa_s
Center for the Judiciary, Inc., and is
participa ting as faculty member at
Texas College of State Judiciary for
the second year.
Angelo J. Piranio (' 40) i~
presiding munici pal co w-t Judge
(pa rt-time) in Addi n, Texas .
Robert E. Price (B.A. '52, J.D . '54,
LL.M. '72), has been judge, Probate
Court No. 2 in Dallas County, since
September 1986.
Colonel Jimmy D. Puett ('68), was
promoted to the grad ?f c _lon~l
and was assigned a · ch L f orcuit
military judge of the U.S_. Ai_r Force
7th Judiciary Cir uit, wh1eh includes
all USAF bases in the Far East.
Charles L. Reynolds (LL B. ' 53),
was appointed jud g , 100th Judicial
District of Texas, in 1964, el cted
associa te jus tice, C urt of ivil
App a ls, Seventh Sup r~e _Ju dicial
Distri ct of Te as (Amarillo) m 1971,
and appointed chief justice of that
court in 1971 (since 1981 - the
Court of Appeals, Seventh District
of Texas).
P. Dee Roessler, ('82) has been
municipal judge, McKinney, Texas,
since July 1986.
Richard A. Schell (B.A. '72, J.D.
'75) was appointed judge, Collin
Cot:nty Court at Law No. 1, in 1982
an d served until 1986, when h was
appoin ted to his curren t po~ition ~s
judge, 219th Judicial Co urt rn. ollm
County. He w as reel ted for four
years in November.
Catherine Stayman (B.S. '78, J.D.
'81), has been elected to the 305th
District Court (juvenile) in Dallas.
Linda Thomas ('73), has been
judge, 256th District Court in Dallas,

J:I:

from 1979 to the present.
In addition to these responses,
Judge Freem <1 n exa mined th e Da llas
Bar Asso ia ti n ros t rs for the la t
two editions and pr vided the
following informatio n for The Brief:
Ted A. Akin ('55)
Court of Appeals
Joseph Ashmore, Jr. ('63)
Retired Probate Court
F. W. Barnett, Jr. ('33)
Probate Court (Deceased)
Dallas A. Blankenship ('33)
Retired State District Court
Joe B. Brown ('54)
Retired JP/County Court at Law
Joe Burnett ('59)
134th District Court
Spencer Carver (' 46)
Court of Appeals
B. F. Coker ('70)
District Court
Steven Condos ('56)
Retired 320th District Court
Charlie T. Davis ('35)
Retired
Nikki DeShazo ('76)
Probate Court
Joseph A. Devany ('54)
Court of Appeals
Kenneth C. Dippel ('55)
Retired District Court
Greer Dowell ('50)
Retired District Court
Ben F. Ellis ('54)
County Criminal Court
Craig T. Enoch ('75)
101st District Court
J. Roll Fair (' 42)
Retired District Court
Tom C. Fuller ('69)
County Court Criminal Appeals
Dean Gandy ('50)
Bankruptcy Court
Sue Goolsby ('61)
Family Court Master
Dan Gibbs ('50)
Retired District Court
Fred S. Harless ('50)
116th District Court
Frank Hernandez ('68)
Retired County Court at Law
David D. Jackson ('67)
Retired Probate Court

H. Dee Johnson, Jr. ('69)
44th District Court
Donald D. Koons ('62)
255th District Court
Nina Lambeth ('58)
Dallas Municipal Court
Frances Maloney ('77)
Criminal District Court
Robert B. Maloney ('60)
U.S. District Court
John M. Marshall ('76)
14th District Court
Harlan A. Martin ('71)
192nd District Court
James F. McCarthy ('48)
Retired District Court
Pat McDowell ('60)
Criminal District Court
John Mead ('50)
Retired Criminal District Court
Don Metcalf (' 60)
Retired Criminal District Court
R. L. Middleton (' 68)
Dallas Municipal Court
Chuck Miller ('72)
Court of Criminal Appeals
R. T. Scales ('51)
195th District Court
Jon Sparling ('67)
Retired Court of Appeals
Bill Stephens ('54)
Court of Appeals
Gary Stephens ('71)
Criminal District Judge
Annette Stewart ('66)
Court of Appeals
Robert H. Stinson (' 49)
Retired County Criminal Court
Joan Tarpley ('68)
County Court at Law
William M. Taylor, Jr. ('32)
U.S. District Court (Deceased)
John Tolle ('66)
U.S. Magistrate
Robert Topper ('73)
Retired Probate Court
John Vance ('61)
Court of Appeals
Ken Vaughn ('57)
County ourt of Criminal Appeals
Dee Brown Walker ('35)
Retired District Court
19

MAJOR DONOR RECEPTION KICKS OFF
ANNUAL FUND DRIVE

Arthur and Linda Thalia Sarris

Charles Moore ('62), from Albuquerque, New Mexico, is joined by Judith Johnson ('75) and Glenn
Portman ('75).

Past LAAC President David Jackson ('67), Dean Penegar and George Potts ('47).
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TELEFUND KEEPS PHONES RINGING

Toni Helfand ('77), Bill Bux ('77), and Louise Raggio ('52) busy calling class111atcs.

fim Tubbs ('54), Ken Kopf ('78), Tom Helfnnd ('77), and Bill Bux '77 kept tire pho nes lied u11 all niglit.

Jnck Endres ('8S) picks up n/lotlier pledge!

Pniil Schoo/lover ('72) In/king wil/r a c/nss111ntc.
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CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION CONTINUES TO GROW
By Elaine Flynn

N

w programs are being added
to the Continuing Legal
Ed ucation program roster for
the Southern Methodist University
School of Law in order to better
meet the needs of the lawyers
throughout Texas and across the
country. All programs, with the
exception of three Texas law
programs, are national in scope,
with topics covering national laws
and with mailings targeted to
lawyers across the country in
specialty areas of law.
Presently there are twenty-five
states, including Texas, with
mandatory CLE requirements. With
that in mind, the Law School feels it
is important to offer quality
programs to its alumni, as well as
other lawyers, in those states.
Offering national programs also
gives the Law School an opportunity
to make the legal field across the
country more aware of the highly
qualified faculty members of the
Law School and the quality legal
education offered to law students.
During the fall of 1986 and spring
of 1987, fourteen COJ1tinuing Legal
Education programs are offered .
Included in the fourteen programs
are the National Institute of Trial
Advocacy, chaired and organized by
Professor Frederick Moss and held
June 10-20, 1987, and the SMU Air
Law Symposium sponsored and
organized by the SMU Journal of Air

Law and Commerce.
Programs organized by the
Continuing Legal Education office
are as follows:
The Fifth Circuit Appellate
Practice and Advocacy Seminar, cosponsored by the SMU School of
Law and the Bar Association of the
Fifth Federal Circuit, was co-chaired
by Professor John E. Kennedy, Don
M. Richard of Butler, Heebe,
Richard & Hirsch in New Orleans,
and Marvin S. Sloman of
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Carrington, Coleman, Sloman &
Blumenthal in Dallas. The program
was held in New Orleans,
Louisiana, October 23-24, 1986.
Environmental Law Implications
of Business Activities-1986 was
chaired by Professor Jeffrey M. Gaba
and held in Dallas, Texas,
November 6-7, 1986.
The Third Annual Short Course
on Law of Banking Institutions was
co-chaired by Professor Joseph J.
Norton and Sherry Castle Whitley of
Haynes and Boone in Dallas and
was held November 10-14, 1986.
The Third "Age of
Reindustrialization" Short Course
on Labor and Employment Law was
chaired by Professor Charles J.
Morris and held in Dallas, Texas,
December 8-12, 1986.
Advanced Course in Bankruptcy
Law-1987 was co-chaired by
Professor Joseph J. Norton,
Professor Joseph W. McKnight, Peter
A. Franklin III, of Baker, Smith &
Mills in Dallas, and Michael R.
Rochelle, of Rochelle & Balzersen in
Dallas. The program was held in
Dallas, Texas, February 12-14, 1987.
Psychiatric and Psychological
Evidence was co-chaired by
Professor Daniel W. Shuman and Dr.
Kevin W. Karlson and was held in
Dallas, Texas, February 26-27, 1987.
Texas Family Litigation is chaired
by Professor Joseph W. McKnight
and will be held in Dallas, Texas,
March 19-20, 1987.
The Fifth Annual Multi-State
Labor and Employment Law
Semi nar is c -sponsored by th
SMU School of Law and the Labor
and Employment Law Section of the
State Bars of Alabama, Arizona,
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and
Virginia. The planning committee of

the program is made up of
representatives from each state
sponsoring the program. Cochairmen for the 1987 program
include General Chairman,
Professor Charles J. Morris; Program
Chairman, Armin J. Moeller, Jr., of
Miller, Milam & Moeller in Jackson,
Mississippi; and Host State
Chairman, William F. Ford, of Ford
& Harrison, in Atlanta, Georgia.
This year, the program will be held
in Atlanta, Georgia, April 2-3, 1987.
The Eighth Annual Symposium
on Products Liability: Discovery,
Evidence and Tactics in the Trial of a
Products Liability Lawsuit is chaired
by Vincent S. Walkowiak, of
Fulbright & Jaworski in Dallas, and
will be held at Walt Disney World
Village, Lake Buena Vista, Florida,
April 9-10, 1987.
The Third Annual Institute on the
Fundamental of Commercial
Lending is co-chaired by Professor
Joseph J. Norton, Terry W. Conner,
and Michael M. Boone, of Haynes &
Boone in Dallas. The program will
be held in Dallas, Texas, April 27May 1, 1987.
Advanced Civil Trial Short Course
is chaired by Professor William V.
Dorsaneo III and will be held in
Dallas, Texas, May 7-8, 1987.
A new tentative program,
Business Development for Small
Law Firms, is a one-day program,
chaired by Professor Walter W.
Steele, Jr., and will be held in Dallas
and Houston, Texas , in May 1987.
A limited number of written
course mat ials and aud.io tapes
from all CLE programs are available
at the Continuing Legal Education
office in the School of Law. For more
information call (214) 692-2644.
The Law School would like to take
this opportunity to express its
appreciation for the support that
alumni have given CLE programs
during the past years.

LAW ALUMNI MAY EXCHANGE M.C.L. DEGREE FOR LL.M. DEGREE
pon recommendation of the
faculty f the School of Law,
the Board of Trustees of
Southern Methodist University
approved on November 7, 1986, the
awarding of the Master of Laws
(Comparative and International
Law) degree
to candidates who previously
completed the requirements for the
Master of Comparative Law degree.
Accordingly, each holder of the
Master of Comparative Law (M.C.L.)
degree may convert his or her M.C.L.
degree into an LL.M. (Comparative
and International Law) degree upon
payment to SMU of an administrative
fee of $60 (U.S.). Upon payment of
the fee and return to SMU of the
M.C.L. diploma certificate, the
LL.M. (Comparative and
International Law) diploma
certificate will be issued to the

U

alumnus.
previously issued diploma certificate.
Alumni who are eligible for the
(The prioriss ue date of the M .C. L.
exchange and who wish to receive
diploma certifica t will be
the LL.M. (Comparative and
conspicuously set for th on the
International Law) degree must
LL.M. diploma ce:rtilicat .)
complet and send the accompanying
The exchan ge privilege is personal
form to Dean Kenneth L. Penegar,
to the eligible alumnus and terminates
School of Law, Southern Methodist
with his or her d ea th. In addition,
University, Dallas, Texas 75275.
upon the .receipt of the LL.M.
Each LL.M. (Comparative and
(Comparative and Internation al
International Law) degree will be
Law) degree, th alwnnus no longer
dat d as of the regu larly sch •duled
h Jds the M. . L. degree and is not
formal spring commencement
entitled to represent (on stationery,
ceremony of the University
business cards, legal directories, or
ccur,-ring not less than forty-five
for any other purpose) that he or
days after rec ipt f all of the data
she holds the M.C.L. degree. In
and other required ma terials for the
other words, the LL.M. degree will
exchange . The diploma certificate
repl ac (not be in addition to) th
will b m ailed to the elig ible
previ usly aw arded M.C.L. degree .
alumnus after the commencement
ff you have any questions
ceremo ny, will b signed by current rngarding this conversion privilege,
Univ -rsity officials, and will bear the please contact Dean Kenn th L.
notation tha t it is a replacement for a Penegar a t the School of Law.

Dean Kenneth L. Penegar
Southern Methodist University
School of Law
Dallas, Texas 75275
United States of America

I hereby request conversion of my SMU Master of Comparative Law (M.C.L.) degree to a Master of Laws
(Comparative and Interna tional Law) (LL.M.) degree. In support of this application, I submit the following
information:
l. Name (exactly as you wish it to be printed in English on the diploma certificate) (proper name only; titles and
degrees are not permitted):
2. Diploma Size: the size of the original M.C.L. diploma issued was 8½" x 11". Currently the size of the LL.M.
diploma is 11" x 14". Please designate which size you wish you new LL.M. diploma to be.
3. Date of M.C.L. degree:
4. My M.C.L. diploma certificate is enclosed or I have enclosed a notarized affidavit stating the circumstances of
its loss or destruction.
5. My check or money order in the amount of $60 (U.S.) is enclosed.
6. The name and address to which the LL.M. diploma certificate is to be sent:

I understand that the LL.M. diploma will be dated as of the regularly scheduled form al spring co:mm encement
of the University occurring not less than forty-five (45) days after receipt of all of the data and other required
materials for the conversion.

Signature

Date
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FACULTY NOTES

the 1987 Legislature which are now
being considered.
Professor John L. FitzGerald has
completed Congress and the Separation
of Powers, published by Praeger
Publishers in 1986.
Professor Jeffrey M. Gaba, spoke
on the "Environmental Law
Implicati n s of Busin ss Acvitities"
at a symposium sponsored by SMU
which was held on November 6-7 at
the Adolphus Hotel.

l

#I

Eugene Brady ('37) (middle) discussing the morning topics with professors Ronald Chester (Left) and
Peter Winship at the Texas Law Day Symposium.

Professor Roy Ryden Anderson
recently published "Pitfalls for
Sellers and Buyers Under the
Market Formula of Section 2-708",
which appeared in The Review of
Litigation 152 (1985). He also has
published an article on "The Cover
Remedy," which appeared in 6
Journal of Law & Commerce 155
(1986). Professor Anderson also has
a number of articles in preparation
for the Southwestern Law Journal
and The Review of Litigation.

Corporation Is It Anyway?" at the
SMU Alumni Breakfast Series on
Feb. 20, 1986, and American Society
of Corporate Secretaries on March
11, 1986. He also spoke on
"Defensive Directoring" to the
National Association of Corporate
Directors on May 29. His speech on
"Texas Business and Commercial
Law - Its Development and Reform
1836-1986" was given to the SMU
75th Anniversary Symposium on
Texas Law Oct. 17, 1986, and will be
published in expanded form . He
Professor Lackland H. Bloom, Jr.,
filed an amicus curiae brief in the
is the author of a book review,
Texas Supreme Court arguing that
"Senators, Save This Honorable
the Legislatur did not intend the
Court?" in 61 Notre Dame Law
Deceptive Trade Practices Act to
Review 289-298 (1986).
apply to securities because securities
Professor Richard A. Booth, is the are a unique industry with a
specially tailored civil liability
author of Management Buyouts,
provision which is inconsistent with
Shareholder Welfare, and the Limits of
the DTPA. He was the principal
Fiduciary Duty, 60 New York
draftsman of the civil liability
University Law Review 630-665
provision in August 1986. As a
(1985) . He also wrote ls There Any
member of th State Bar Committee
Valid Reason Why Target Managers
on Corporate Law Revision, he has
Oppose Tender Offers?, which was
published in 14 Securities Regulation worked on various proposed
amendments to the Texas Business
Law Journal 43-61 (1986).
Corporation Act a nd other c01'porate
Professor Alan R. Bromberg
statutes, which wiJJ be submitted to
spoke on 'Takeovers: Whose
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Professor Joseph W. McKnight,
had the following publications in the
4th series of commentaries for Texas
Tech L. Rev.' s Family Law
Symposium issue: Commentary on
Texas Family Code, Title 1: Husband
and Wife, 17 Tex. Tech L. Rev. 10451064 (1986); Commentary to the Texas
Homestead Law, 17 Tex. Tech L. Rev.
1307-1318 (1986); Commentary to the
Matrimonial Property Act of 1967, 17
Tex. Tech L. Rev. 1319-1348 (1986);
and 20th contribution to Sw. L. J.'s
Annual Survey of Texas Law: Family
Law: Husband and Wife, 40 Sw. L. J.
1-52 (1986). He has also written
articles on the legal history of the
American frontier: Law on the Anglol-Iispanic Frontier, 16 El Campanario
37-44 (1985), a paper pre ented at
the 1985 annual meeting of the
American Society for Legal History
(Oct. 19, 1985); The Mix of AngloAmerican and Hispanic Legal Doctrine
in the Legislation of the Republic of
Texas, 17 El Campanario 13-26
(1986), a paper presented at the 1986
annual meeting of the Texas State
Historical Association (Mar. 7, 1986);
Stephen F Austin, 1986-1987 Texas
Almanac 137-138 (1986); Stephen
Austin's Legalistic Concerns , 89 Sw.
Hist. Q. 239-268 (1986); and Review
of Morris Arnold's Unequal Laws
Unto a Savage Race: European
Traditions in Arkansas 1686-1836, 4
Law & Hist. Rev. 480-481 (1986). He
also completed a biographical sketch
on Marion A. Habig 1901-1984, 16 El
Campanario 33-36 (1985). Professor
McKnight continues as consultant
on legal history to the Texas
Handbook Project, which will bring
out a new 6 volume edition by the
Texas State Historical Association
and has submitted an entry on
Southern Family Law for the

Encyclopedia of Southern Culture to
be published by the University of
Mississippi. Professor McKnight
planned and participated in the Law
School Celebration of the Seventyfifth Anniversary of the founding of
the University, Oct. 17, 1986. He
gave a luncheon speech for the
Dallas Association of Law Librarians
on Adventures in Law-Book Collecting,
in November.
Professor John J. Mylan,

supplemented his chapter on Bank
Taxation in the treatise entitled
"Bank Law Manual." He has
delivered papers on various taxation
topics at the Northwest Tax Institute
and the Third Annual Short Course
on the Law of Banking Institutions.
He is currently writing a twovolume treatise entitled "Federal
Income Taxation of Closely Held
Corporations."
Professor Richard J. Pierce,

during the past year, has published
Administrative Law and Process (1985),
and three articles: "The Role of
Constitutional and Political Theory
in Administrative Law," 64 Tex. L.
Rev. 469 (1985); "Institutional
Aspects of Tort Reform," 73 Cal. L.
Rev. 917 (1985); and "Regulation,
Deregulation, Federalism and
Administrative Law," 46 U. Pitt. L.
Rev., 607 (1985). He has pending in
the printing process at present one
book, Regulated Industries (2d ed.
1986), and three articles: "A
Proposal to Deregulate the Market
for Bulk Power," 72 Va. L. Rev. 1183
(1986); "Political Accountability and
Delegated Power: A Response to
Professor Lowi," __ Am. U. L. Rev.
(1986); "Use of the Federal
Rules of Evidence in Federal Agency
Adjudications," __ Ad. L. Rev. _
(1987). Professor Pierce also spoke
at a symposium on Administrative
Law at American University in
April, the annual meeting of the
Federal Energy Bar Association in
Washington in May and at two
programs on Natural Gas Contracts
sponsored by Tulsa University in
Dallas and Tulsa in October. He also
spoke at a natural gas program
sponsored by Southwestern Legal
Foundation in Dallas in November,
and at the Annual Oil & Gas

Jnstitute sponsored by SLF in
February. He will address a natural
gas program sponsored by Rocky
Mountain Mine~·al Law Foundati n
in Santa Fe in May. In addition to
thes activities, he has comp! ted
two consulting projects for the
Administrative Conference of the
United States. His present
consulting di nts include Federated
Natural Resources, City of New
Orleans, Brazos River Authority,
Challe.nger Minerals, Samson
Resources, Oil Basin Ltd.
(Australia), Koch Industries, Atlanta
Gas Light Co., Kansas Royalty
Owners Association, Burlington
Northern and Mapco. He has also
testified in several cases as an expert
on natural gas regulation, gas
contracts and the market for natural
gas. On January 24, Professor Pierce
was a panelist on a symposium
given by the Harvard Law Schoo.I
Association of Dallas/Ft. Worth on
Critical Legal Studies, to celebrate
the Centennial of the Harva1·d Law
School Association.
Professor C. Paul Rogers, who is
on sabbatical leave this fall, spent
the month of November as a visiting
scholar in the Scots Law Department
at the University of Edinburgh
conducting research in Scots
ntract Law. He will also visit the
University of Muenster, West
Germany and deliver a talk on "The
Current State of the U.S. Antitrust
Laws."
Professor Daniel W. Shuman,

gave sev ral speeches during the fall
semester; "The Cost of Viol nee:
Courts and Crystal Balls" - given at
Southwest Regional Research
Conference on Violence in America,
on November 7, 1986; "Is It Time to
Throw Psychiatrists and
Psy hologists Out of Court?" SMU Lecture Series, Significant
Issues of the 80's, in September
1986; and at the Southern Methodist
University Symposium, "Public Role
of the Media," in October. He also
holds several positions which
include the Institutional Review
Board, Veteran's Administration
Hospital in Dallas, Texas; Board of
Editors, Law, Medicin , and Health
Care and Alternate Modes of

Dispute Re olution Committee on
the State Bar of Texas. He is also the
author of Psychiatric and Psychological
Evidence (500 pages), which was
published by Shepard's/McGrawHill, 1986.
Professor Ellen K. Solender,

along with Federal Judge Jerry
Buchmeyer and Scott McCartney,
Associated Press Editor-Texas, were
on the Selection Committee for the
Stephen Philbin Awards for
Excellence in Journalism.
Professor Howard J. Taubenfeld,

taught Family Law in the summer
program at SMU and was
Educatiunal Director of a tour by
lawyers of the USSR in August,
1986, visiting Moscow, Tblisi
(Georgia), Yerevan (Armenia), Baku
(Azerbaijan), and Leningrad. He
gav a talk on "L w of Outer
Sp, ce," at th Dallas Association of
Law Librarian , in July, 1986 and a
talk on "Outer Space Activities," at
the Dallas Bar Association,
International Law Section, in the
summer of 1986. He is a Principal
Investigator on a project which
began in ugu t, 1986, under th
aegis .f the American S ciety of
International Law on "The Defense
of Democracy (Responsible
Government) in Multi-Ethnic
Policies in International Law and
Relations" which is planned to be
complet din early 1988. He has
h ld sev ral positions which
i..nclud : The Board of Dir ctors of
the SMU Press since 1985; Chair of
the SMU Senate Committee on
Ethics and Tenure (spring, summer,
1986); Participant in the
International Law Association American Branch, Annual Law Day,
on October 1986 (New York);
M mber of the S,MU Chaplain's
Adviso ry Bo, rd (19 6-1988); Chair of
th American Association of Law
School Section of Aviation and Space
Law; Participant of the EPA
Workshop on Alternative Control
Strategies for Protecting the Ozone
Layer (July, 1986, Washington,
D.C.); and a Panel Chair, of SMU's
Fourth Annual Institute on
International Finance (April, 1986).
Continued on next page.
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Elizabeth G. Thornburg, wrote an
article entitled "Attorney-Client
Priviledge: Issue-Related Waivers"
which was published in the
anniversary issue of the Journal of
Air Law and Commerce. She created
Student Manuals and Instructors'
Manuals for the two legal writing
courses: Legal Research, Analysis,
and Writing; and Written and Oral
Advocacy. She also participated in a
panel discussion about "Lawyers As
Parents" in a program presented by
the Dallas Association of Young
Lawyers and she is Of Counsel to
the Law firm of Martin Lowy.
Professor Harvey Wingo, served
as Dean ad interim of the School of
Law during the months of June and
July 1986 and he was appointed
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
for the 1986-1987 academic year.
Professor Wingo's article, U.S. &
Canadian Federalism: A Study in
Contrast, was published in Volume
11 of the Vermont Law Review, 473
(1986).
Professor Peter Winship, is the
author of Export-Import Sales Under
the 1980 United Nations Sales
Convention, 8 Hastings International
and Comparative Law Review, 197211 (1985). On January 24, Professor
Winship moderated a symposium
given by the Harvard Law School
Association of Dallas/Ft. Worth on
Critical Legal Studies, to celebrate
the Centennial of the Harvard Law
School Association.
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1986 ANNUAL FUND ON TARGET

h e 1986-87 Annual Fund
Chairma11, Robert E. Wilson
(' 69), a.nn unced the L<1w
School Annual Fund was on target
toward the goal of $675,000 by May
31, 1987. The Annual Fund began in
September with a Major Donor Reception, where last year's donors of
$500 or more were invited to meet
the dean and faculty of the Law
School. A personalized solicitation
was then sent to major donor prospects encouraging increases over
their gift last year and was followed
by a personal phone call from a Law
Alumni Association Council representative asking for a pledge.
The Annual Telefund was held
during October, when 122 volunteers attempted to call all 6,000 graduates to ask for their support of the
drive. Over 1,073 alumni responded
by pledging $183,005, for an average
gift of $170. An additional 343 cards
were mailed to individuals who did
not pledge a specific amount but
promised to send something.
The remaining 4,000 alumni were
sent pledge cards with a letter explaining that they were missed
when a classmate called.
The Faculty/Staff Fund Drive,
chaired by Professor Henry J.
Lischer, Jr., consisted of a personalized letter being sent to all exempt
staff members asking their consideration of a gift. To date, $8,270 has
been contributed to the Annual
Fund through this effort.
The Law Library Drive was kicked
off in November, with 650 letters
being sent to firms and corporations
asking for their support of the Underwood Law Library. Twenty-five
volunteers have agreed to follow up
personally with calls in order to
meet the $100,000 goal for this drive.
Chairing this year's Corporate section is Richard B. Grisham ('72), of
Otis Engineering, and this year's
Firms and Attorneys section is
chaired by E. Russell Nunnally
('71), of Johnson & Swanson. Volunteers include: Susan Keith ('75), of
Halliburton Company; John Billingsley ('75), of Caltex; Fred Fraley, Bill

T

Robert Earl Wilson ('69)

Satterwhite ('65), and John Stephens, of Ensearch; Steve Barnett
('72), of Dresser Industries; Dick
Agnich, of Texas Instruments; Jim
Kelley and Ed Notestine, of Diamond Shamrock; Jim Johnson, of
Republic Health; Bonnie Dana, of
Braniff; Steve Walinsky, of InterFirst
Bank; Al Engelland ('68), of Texas
Utilities; Richard L. Arnold ('74), of
Robins, Zelle, Larson & Kaplan;
Roger C. Clapp ('68), of Richards,
Harris, Medlock & Andrews; Lyman
G. Hughes ('70), of Carrington,
Coleman, Sloman & Blumenthal;
Michael P. Lynn ('75), of Akin,
Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld; W. D.
Masterson ('56), of Kilgore & Kilgore; T. Randall Matthews ('60), of
Winstead, McGuire, Sechrest & Minick; Dennis Neil Ryan ('74), of Jackson, Walker, Winstead, Cantwell &
Miller; William C. Strock ('67), of
Haynes & Boone; Daniel F. Susie
('72), of Strasburger & Price; and Eldon L. Youngblood ('67), of Moore
& Peterson.
As of December 31, 1986, $521,153
(77 percent) had been donated toward this year's $675,000 goal, with
an additional $50,000 in outstanding
pledges.

FORMER US DIPLOMAT TALKS ABOUT
PROBLEMS IN LATIN AMERICA
The following interview was given
by Oliver in October before the Iran
arms deal and questionable
Nicaraguan Contras support became
public. Here is what he said about
U.S. policy toward our neighbors to
the south.
Q. How is U.S. policy in Latin
America, particularly with
Nicaragua, affecting long-term
relations with these countries?
Oliver: Latin American countries,
specially those which re
predominantly of the Spanish
l1eritage, have I ng memories that
Jun de pas to slights, insults, and
hurts. Mexico still hasn't forgotten
the loss of Texas or that Woodrow
Wilson refused to recognize a new,
non-elected government back in
1914. "Only by ballots ... not
bullets" was Wilson's charge, and
he had the Navy fire on and shell
Vera Cruz. We have short memories
when it comes to even recent
historical events. We should have a
sensitivity to and awareness of our
history when dealing with other
nations and peoples. We must show
tolerance, demonstrate patience,
and show mature judgment. In
Central America the problems now
being frenetically and obliquely
addressed have been very long in
the making. The people there are
fiercely proudJ but they look up to
us. They would like to like us. They
see us overreacting and they cannot
understand it. They see us as the
elephant afraid of mice . We lose
respect. We open old wounds from
our rather black 19th-century history
of "dollar diplomacy" and
intervention.
Q. In your opinion, what causes
this "phobic perspective?"
Oliver: We demonstrate an acute
lack of a calm, wide-angle viewpoint
through our actions down there. We
are reluctant to intervene in a
situation until it goes completely
sour. Without preparing for a proper
succession, an inimical group takes
power. In the Cuban fiasco, we let
Battista get way out of control. We

helped Castro oust him. We should
have known a lot more about Fidel
Castro, his father, their background,
the anti~Americanism springing
from his family - the history and
ev nts that shaped their attitudes.
We could have handled things a lot
better. Had we known more about
Castro and Cuba we would have
avoided the Bay of Pigs disgrace.
Nowadays, anything even remotely
similar to another Cuba brings out
our obsessions, even when the
" ther Cuba" (Nicaragua)·has
already happ ned, due to a second
ineptitude on our part.
I don't know what this obsession
is with socialism and Central
America. We should let other
governments tak chances. I
personally don't believe socialism
works, but let th m exp · riment. We
don't have to support a costly and
destructive, surrogate, mercenaryfought land war to prove our points.
We are a Superpowet. W - should act
more like one . We are creating
contradictions in Central America,
and the Soviets love to exploit any
contradiction - just as they did in
Vi tnam, where we were obsessed
by a "China Syndrome" that didn't
exist (we now kn wand should
have know then).
Q. What is the nature of this
"obsession" with Nicaragua?
Oliver: In part it is sourced in a
cabal of dinosauric ideologues amateurs - who still don't
understand why we gave back the
Panama Canal to the Panamanians.
We were outdone by a political
dynamic, but the canal's strategic
importance had withered anyway.
We have had contingency plans
based on treaties for a canal through
Nicaragua since before Teddy
Roos velt "took" Panama from
Columbian (if you lo k at Nicaragua
on a map you can ee the potential
for a canal through that country). 1
guess you have to look at the
"phobic' ' reaction to the Panama
Canal "loss" to unde1·s tand the fear
that directs our actions as to

isiting Distinguished
Professor Covey T. Oliver,
who taught international
trade and admiralty law during his
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fall semester residence at the Law
School, says he is "deeply
concerned about the events
occurring in Latin America" and
feels that current U.S. policies
toward the region are causing longrange problems for progress in the
area.
"There has been a reversal of a
long history of improved relations
with Latin America that began with
Franklin Roosevelt and Truman,"
say the former ambassador to
Colombia and U.S. coordinator for
the Alliance for Progress. "Our
direction now is a setback that will
cause us all kinds of problems in the
future," he says. "The long-range
damage really concerns me."
Professor Oliver was a U.S.
member of the Judicial Committee of
the Organization of American States
under President Kennedy, and
assistant secretary of state for InterAmerican Affairs under President
Johnson. He has also served as U.S.
executive director of the World Bank
and was a Fulbright Professor at the
University of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
While at SMU he also completed
work on the new third edition of his
book, The International Legal System
(with Leech and Sweeney).
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Nicaragua today. You know, it really
makes me wonder about the kind of
threat-situation analyses we're
providing at our great military
academies - and the strategic
"think tanks" of Professor Jeane
Kirkpatrick and others. Also, it is
presidential politics. Since the
Cuban debacle, all presidents have
dreaded being charged with
"another Cuba" - even though

I don't know what this
obsession is with socialism
and Central America. We
should let other governments
take chances.
every little splinter isn't Cuba.
Johnson had poor advice as to our
going it alone in the Dominican
Republic - but he took it for the
dread-linked reason.
Q. What would you suggest we
do about the problems in Central
America?
Oliver: We need to replace the
present strategy with a calmer one
based on a more intimate
understanding of the "threat
situation" involved. Cordon
Nicaragua off and let the situation
work itself out. Also, we need a
great deal more sensitivity built into
our decisions. And we need to
improve our own knowledge at all
levels to better understand the
problems involved. In the Spanish
tradition, the HOW you achieve
something is often more important
than the THING itself. If you know
the language, customs, traditions,
and psychology, you're already
halfway there. We are not the only
important, democratic people in the
world. It would not be amiss for us
to listen more often and more
attentively to our world-scene allies,
NATO countries and Japan. We
should not adopt a unilateral
approach that turns its back on the
UN, the World Court, the
Organization of American States,
and other international institutions
this country has led in making.
Q. What about the history of
corruption that seems to plague
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Latin American governments. Is it
we need them again. We walked
widespread?
away from the court after losing the
Oliver: There are many different
preliminary, jurisdictional issue. I
countries and cultures involved, but think it was a big mistake that will
generally speaking, it depends on
come back to haunt us. It would
who, what, where, etc. Some
have been better not to "show" at
Mexican presidents and other
all, than to pick up our marbles and
officials retire quite grandly. Yet
go home after losing the first round,
when I visited a former Columbia
where our defense was pretty weak
president I found him in a simple
to begin with.
walk-up apartment in his native
town and he drove me around in a
We cannot turn our back on
beat-up Volkswagen. There is
probably some truth to a "boss rule
world opinion, and we seem
legacy" in Latin America. Perhaps it
to be doing it at many levels,
is part of the heritage of the old
including
the United Nations
viceroy system in the Spanish
and
the
World
Court. There
empire days, or the Moors or the
will come a time when we
Romans before them. When you
have widespread poverty and you
need them again.
are decades behind the rest of the
world, it can easily create an
Professor Oliver is the Hubbell Professor
atmosphere ripe for corruption.
Finally, we have a fairly high level of Emeritus at the University of
Pennsylvania and has served
corruption ourselves. How
permanently on the faculties of the
emphatically can we point our
University of Texas at Austin and the
fingers at others?
University of California at Berkeley. He
Q. As a professor of international
received
an LL.D. degree from SMU
law and admiralty law, how do you
School
of
Law in 1976, and was a
respond to such acts as the secret
Distinguished
Scholar in Residence at
mining of Nicaraguan harbors by
SMU
in
1984.
He makes Inverness,
the United States?
Marin
County,
California, his home.
Oliver: The World Court has
Oliver
says
his
worst
mistake in life was
found us guilty of violating
not
to
get
out
of
economic
warfare and
international and treaty law by this
related
work
at
the
first
possible
moment
silly caper. We cannot turn our back
after
V-J
Day
and
hasten
home
to
Texas.
on world opinion, and we seem to
He
says
he
stayed
away
too
long
and
be doing it at many levels, including
must pay the price!
the United Nations and the World
Court. There will come a time when

ALUMNI MILESTONES

form the firm of Brice & Mankoff in
late 1985.

1930-1939

Ben Ellis ('54) was reelected to his
sixth term as judge of Dallas County
Criminal Court.

Robert L. Dillard III ('65) was
promoted to lieutenant colonel of
the U.S. Army Reserve and is the
MI team chief of the 95th Division
MTC.

Honorable Dee Brown Walker ('35)
retired as State District Judge (162nd
District Court) in December 1984
and is now practicing law.

William W. Ventress ('54) retired
from the Procter and Gamble
Company as division counsel June
30, 1986.

Ronald W. Kessler ('66) became a
pru"l::ner in charge of the Austin law
firm of Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue
on January 1, 1987.

1940 -1949

Tze-chung Li ('57) attended the
Internati nal Confer nee in Taipei
and lectured in China. He was
appointed honorary profess r by
Jiangxi University; honorary
consultant to Jiangxi M di a l allege
Library nd visiting pr fessor of law
at Suzhou University.

Jeff G. Chase ('67) recently rejoined
Capital Bank as executive vice
president and s ni r loan fficer
after spending 15 months in
management consulting.

Edward C. Fritz (' 40) reports that he
has just publish <la Hew book,
Realms of Beauty, The Wildemess Areas
of Easl Texas, University of Texas
Press.
Angelo J. Piranio ('40) is presiding
judge (part-time) in Addison, Texas.
Jack L. Coke ('42) reports that for
the past th1·ee years, sine the firm
f C ke & ok liquidated, h has
been practicing law under the name
of Coke & Hamilton at 3424
InterFirst One, Dallas.
John C. Cox, Jr. ('42) is president
and CEO of a mortgage banking
firm making income property loans
in the North Texas area.
Ernest T. Foree (' 47) reports that
after more than thirty years in the
Davis Building, he moved to the
Kirby Building, where he shares
offices with Barney B. Hemphill,
also an SMU Law School graduate.
William 0. Braecklein (' 49) has
been a member of the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Commission since he
was appointed February 1, 1981.

1950 -1959
Millard F. Carr ('51) took an early
retirement from Tenneco Oil
ompany in July, from which he
received a "silver-plated parachute"
and is practicing at home.
Thomas G. Kenyon ('51) reports
retirement in January 1987, as a
senior judge and visiting judge.

Frances Spears Cloyd ('59) reports
that she belongs to and participates
in four sections of the Dallas Bar
Association: real estate, oil and gas,
international law, and bankruptcy.
She also serves on two committees
of the Dallas Bar: fee disputes and
media relations.
Tom L Larimore ('59) returned to
private practice with the law firm of
Candy, Mi hnet~ Swindle, Whitak r
and Pratt, in Fort Worth .

1960 -1969
Danny . Echols ('61) retired
Augu t 1985 fr m ARC Oil and
Gas Company as vice pres ident of
natural ga marketing. He was with
ARCO for 40 years and now resides
at Hide-Away Lake.
Robert Moffat ('62) is a professor of
the University of Florida College of
Law in Gainesville, Florida. He was
awarded the $3,000 Lon Fuller Prize
in Jurisprudence by the Institute for
Humane Studies. The prize article
"The Perils of Positivism" is to be
published in V I. 10, No. 2 of the
Harvqrd Journal of Law and Public

Policy.

J. B. Woleos ('62) ann

lffi e d the
m rger of th Durant & Ma.nkoff
firm with the Brice & Barron firm to

David D. Jackson ('67) joined the
Dallas law firm of Jenkens &
Gil hrist upon retiring as judge of
Dallas County Probat
ourt No. 2.
He served 13 years as probate
litigation judge and will b
supervisingthe firm's probate
litigation and administrati n
department.
Gerald W. Livingston ('67) reports
that he is just getting older.
Jerry D. Rucker ('67) r cently
formed the firm of Dooley, Rucker,
Maris & Foxman. He also
participated in the 1986 SEC Small
Bus iness Capital Formation Forum
in Washington, D.C., nd was
elected as a delegate by Dall s Small
Business Owners t the 19 J Whit
House Conference on Small
Businesses.
T. Neal Combs ('68) was named
president and chief administrative
,nd financial officer of Fru ha uf
Corporation in June 1986.

Colonel Jimmy . Puett ('68) wa
promoted to the rank f olonel and
was assign d as chi f cir 1it mi litary
judge of th U.S. Air For 7th
Judiciary Circuit, whicl includes all
USAF bases in the Far East.
Robert N. Virden ('68) wrote an
article in the State Bar of Texas Real
Estate, Probate and Trust Law
Newsletter on "Joint Tenancy Bank
Accounts - Caveat Depositor."
Henry W. Grenley ('69) was recently

Continued on next page .
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appointed to Washington State
Board of Bar Examiners. He still
practices 90 percent litigation, 80
percent personal injury, plaintiff and
defense.
Fred W. Marsh, Jr. ('69) became a
member of Leonard, Marsh, Hurt &
Terry, a professional corporation,
with offices in Dallas, Austin, and
Houston. The firm is engaged in
general commercial business practice
- real estate, corp ora te, securities,
litigation , and tax-exempt
financings. His areas of practice are
generally in real estate, corporate
and securities.

1970 -1979
Billy F. Coker ('70) was appointed
judge of the 191st Judicial District
Court by Governor Mark White on
August 31, 1985. He was also
appointed by Chief Justice Hill to
the Committee of 100 for the Merit
Selection of Judges.
Lynda K. Zimmerman ('70) was
named partner of the Dallas law
firm of Winstead, McGuire, Sechrest
& Minick.
Richard E. Zadina (' 70) resigned as
a sis ta nl dis tri t attom. y, Division
01i f of Specializ d Crim e Division,
June 1, 1986. He has opened a
p rivate law practice, Sparling &
Zadina, with Jon Sparling.

environment, health and safety,
natural resources, and energy. He
has also been associate manager of
regulatory affairs for Diamond
Shamrock Corporation and senior
legislative counsel to U.S. Senator
John Tower.
David C. Young ('73) was
recognized as "Titleman of the Year"
in 1986 by the Texas Land Title
Association. He is executive vice
president of Trinity-Western Title
Company in Fort Worth.
Ed Coultas ('74) reports that after
four years as executive director of
the State Bar of Texas, he is now a
partner with the Austin law firm of
Small, Craig & Werkenthin.
Bob Craine ('74) joined TSF Capital
Corporation, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Tribune-Swab-Fox
Companies, Inc., in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, in November 1985, as
president. TSP is a venture capital
firm .
William D. Hayward ('74)
announces that the firm of Miller,
Hiersche, Martens & Hayward
moved to new and larger offices at
the Colonnade, Rolm Tower, in July
1986.

James W. Faison III ('72) was
appointed judge of the municipal
court for the city of amden on
October 9, 1986.

Lloyd Wesley Perkins ('74) was
reelected to a third unopposed term
as judge, County Court at Law
number 2, Grayson County, · xa .
Ile finished four years on the Board
of Directors of Texas Center for the
Judiciary, Inc., and is participa ting
as faculty member at the Texas
College of State Judiciary for the
second year.

Ralph C. Jones ('73) was elected as
Texas Young Law y r Outsta nding
Director for th e 1984-85 Faculty Trial
Skills Course - Dallas Bar
Association and director of the
Dallas Bar Association for 1984-86.

Peter G. Pierce III ('74) was elected
to a fourth term on the city council
of Nich ols Hills, Oklahoma, in 1 85
and was also elected chairman of the
Association of Central Oklahoma
Governments in 1986.

C. Ronald Smith ('73), formerly
director of the Office of Sta ndards
and Regulations at the
Envir nmentaJ Protection Agency,
has established C. R n aJd Smith
Law Offices in Washington, D.C.,
where he will con ntrate in
government agency rulemaking and
legisla tive matters in the areas of

Richard K. Berger ('75) recently
joined the law firm of Frank L.
Branson in Dallas.
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Larry Morris ('75) has been living in
New Jersey for 2½ years. He is vice
president and claims counsel for one
of the Crum & Forster Insurance
Companies.

Rodney J. Owens ('75) announces
that the law firm of Davis,
Meadows, Owens, Collier & Zachry
has m ov d its offices to 3700
InterFirst Plaza, 901 Main Street,
Dallas, Texas 75202, (214) 744-3700.
Philip M. Seib ('75) h as r cently
publish d two books: Dallas: Chasing
the Ur/Jan Drenm (Presswor ks
Publishin g Com pany) and Getting
Elected (Hend1ick-Long Publishing
Company).
Brian L. Webb ('75) and Katherine
A. Kinser ('84) announce the
formation of Webb & Kinser, P.C.,
for the general practice of law. He
has been a certified specialist in
family law since Dece111b r 1980.
Their office has relocated to 4620
Renaissance Tower, 1201 Elm Street,
Dallas, Texas 75270.
Michael Seay ('76) reports a firm
reorganization, and the firm name
has been changed to Weinstein &
Seay in Dallas.
Andrew F. Spalding ('77) was board
certified in civil trial law by the
Texas Board of Legal Specialization.
Janice E. Carpi ('78) has been
promoted to associate counsel of
Lawyers Title Ins urance Corporation
and was b·ansferred to the
company' s national headquarters in
Richmond, Virginia, where she
w1derwrites for 14 states, including

Te a.
Allen W. Kimbrough ('78) was
named partner of the Dallas law
firm of Winstead, McGuire, Sechrest
& Minick.
J. Kenneth Kopf ('78) was named
partner of the Dallas law firm of
Winstead, McGuire, Sechrest &
Minick.
Kim M. Kugler ('78) in 1985 became
a joint owner in the Fiedler Firm,
P.C., in Dallas.
Barton R. Bentley ('79) was
appointed the new chair for the
HBA Real Estate Law Section in
Houston.
Mina A. Brees ('79) is a partner in
the Haynes and Boone Austin office
and is practicing in the area of

bankruptcy law and creditor's
rights.
Temple B. Ingram, Jr. ('79) reports

that he has formed the new law firm
of Crowson & Ingram in El Faso.
Bany R. Knigh.t ('79) was named

partner of the Dallas law firm of
Winstead, McGuire, Sechr st &
Minick.
David C. Mattka ('79) was named

partner of the Dallas law furn of
Winstead, McGuire, Sechr st &
Minick.
Renda J. Miller ('79) was named

Strauss, Hauer & Feld to accept a
position with S. G. Archibald in
Paris, France. In Paris, Kim
principally will be engaged in
int rnational arbitrati n.
Belind A. Vrielink ('82) reports that
s he is enjoyin g very much being a
trial lawyer for Thompson, Coe,
usins & Iron in their new £fices
at the Crescent. Her son Cliff was
cI,osen by a White House
Commission as one of only four
Presidential Scholars from Texas, so
she traveled to Washington in June
for a reception by Ronald Reagan.

Sawn:ie "Trip" Aldredge ('83) is a
partner of the Dallas law firm of
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hau •r & Feld. partner with the Nashvill firm of
Aldredge & Levitan, a music row
Philip W. Whitcomb ('79) was
law firm which specializes in artist
named partner of the Dallas law
and record company representation.
firm of Winstead, McGuire, Sechrest
Kimberly C. Hodgson ('83) is a
& Minick.
felony prosecutor who is assigned to
judge Thorpe's ourt in 203rd
Dis trict Court in Dalla .
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Karen S. Muller ('83) reports that

Cynthia M. Ohlenforst ('80) b came
a partner at the Dalla law firm f
Hughes & Luce in O tober 1986.

she is practicing in the • rea of
municipal finance with the New
York law firm of Br y;n & W od.

Gordon M. Shapiro ('80) became a
p, rtner c t th Dall s le w firm of

James E. Kennedy ('84) is presently

law firm of Yerbich & Associates in
Anchorage, Alaska.
Robert Green ('85) reports that he

has just finished clerking for Justice
Edward H. Nakamura of the Hawaii
Supreme Court. He is the author of
two articles; "Through the Looking
Glass: Finality, Interlocutory
Appeals and the Hawaii Supreme
Court's Supervisory Powers," 15
University of Hawaii Law Review,
(1987) and "Mending the Deep
Pocket Hole: The Discretionary
Ftmction Exception to the State 'v rt
Liab.ility Act," 67 Hawaii B.J. (19 6).
He also ha joined the law firm of
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher in
Newport Beach, California.
George Nicholas, Jr. ('85) is a

member of the Security Council of
"The Oyster Academy."
David M. Pyke ('86) joined the
Dallas law firm of Locke, Purnell,
Boren, Laney & Neely as an
associate right after graduation.

the command attorney for Joint Task
Force
- Bravo, U.S. Armed Forces,
Ja kson, Walker, Win stead, Cantwell
Palmerola A.B., Hounduras, Central
& Miller in January 1987.
America.
Major William Ashcraft ('81)
Katherine A. Kinser ('84) and Brian
publish
I w article in the Air
L. Webb ('75) announce the
Force Law Review, V, I. 25 N . 4.
formation of Webb & Kinser, P.C.,
Calvin C. Fenton ('81) entered the
for the genera l practic ·. of law. Since
private practice of law in September September 15, 1986, th · ir office has
1986 with th Dallas law firm of
reloc£Jted to 4620 Renaissance Tower,
Baker & Zaby, after five years as in1201 Elm Street, Dallas, Texas 75270.
house counsel for two successive
Mark R. Ryan ('84) is an associate in
corporations.
the Dallas law firm of Stevens, Rolle
Ted Clegg ('82) is currently inactive
& Madden, in which his practice is
in law practice. His time is spent as
Limited to injury and worker's
a financial markets ana lyst and
compensation.
trader. His life is filled by the study
Ma.jor Steve Sherwood ('84)
and practice of macrobiotics.
published a law articl in th Air
Virginia (Nelson) Hammerle ('82)
Force Law Review, Vol. 25 N . 4.
reports tha t she is writing a I ga l
Dean Caras ('85) reports that he was
olumn, "Legal Talk," publish I
recently admitt d to pra tice in New
weekly in local newspapers.
York.
L. Kim Jamison ('82) reports that
Alexis Gabay ('85) was s worn in by
she has taken an approximate oneSuperi r Court Judge R n e G nzc Les
year leave of abse11ce from the
in 1974. She i now with the Alaska
Dallas office of Akin, Gump,
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Marriages

Births

Stephen C. Thayer ('67) reports that
after 14 years of single life in Dallas
he married Jane Bierley in Palm
Beach, Florida. After honeymooning
in England, Switzerland, and Italy,
they will live in Dallas, where he is
involved in the international
business arena.

Joseph H. Lazara ('70) and wife Sue
Morris report that their boys are
Wes, 9, Alex, 7, and Spencer, 4. He
also announces his wife's restaurant,
"The Pizza Cookery," is one year
old.

David Keltner ('75) was married
Sept. 14, 1986, to Larisa Shiver, a
1986 graduate of the Texas Tech Law
School. David also was elected to
the Court of Appeals and took office
as a justice on Sept. 1, 1986. He was
told that he was the youngest Court
of Appeals judge in the state of
Texas.
Mark Pruner ('80) was married Nov.
8, 1986, to Libby Grant. Libby works
for the New York delegation of the
European Economist Community.
They are now living in Old
Greenwich, Connecticut.
D. Kaye Summers ('80) married
Danny R. Carpenter in 1985 and was
elected partner of the firm of
Watson, Ess, Marshall & Enggus in
Kansas City, Missouri, Jan. 1, 1987.
Chris Barnet ('82) married Lisa
Anne Crouch on July 5, 1986, in
Richardson, Texas, at St. Patrick's
Catholic Church.
Byrd L. Bonner ('83) was married on
Jan. 4, 1986, to Patty Riggle.
J. Bradley Greenblum ('83) was
married in September 1986 to
Jennifer Frankfort. He relocated to
Austin in 1985 and is in the Austin
office of Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue, concentrating in
representation of real estate
developers and investors, which
includes transactions, financing, and
zoning matters.
James M. McDonough ('86) was
married on Sept. 13, 1986, to Ellen
Oliver.
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Ira D. Einsohn ('71) and wife,
Barbara Taryle, report that their two
children are now ages 14 and 9. He
is a partner in charge of lending at
the Dallas firm of Jones, Day, Reavis
& Pogue.
Mark B. Baker ('74) and wife, Nora
Mandell, announce the birth of their
daughter Lisa Anne, Oct. 31, 1986.
Mark appeared on local TV news as
an expert on international terrorism.
He has written recent articles which
include "Legal Aspect of Terrorism
in Latin America" (Boston University
International Law Review) and
"Terrorism in EEC" (Brooklyn Law
School Journal). He continues to
practice in the international law
area.
John R. Woodward ('75) and wife,
Lynne Jacobs, report that their
children are: Andrew, 14, Ginny, 11,
and Sara, 4.
Mary Ann Garvey ('76) and her
husband Jack are the proud and
happy parents of four children:
Kerry, 18, Kresten, 16, Kevin, 6 and
Katie, 3½. Kevin and Katie joined
the Garvey family in May 1985 when
their plane arrived from their native
Korea and they were met by their
new adoptive family at Chicago
O'Hare airport. Mary Ann is general
counsel and secretary of DeVry,
Inc., in Evanston, Illinois.
Perry H. Martineau ('76) and wife,
Cynthia Lohrengel, report that on
Nov. 22, 1986, their daughter, Emily
Ann Martineau, celebrated her first
birthday.

Lyle D. Pishny ('76) and wife, Jan
Pishney, D.D.S., are living in the
Kansas City area and have two
daughters, Elizabeth Anne, 2, and
Eleanor Rose, 1. He practices in tax,
business, and real estate areas and is
an officer in the County Republican
Party.
Laurie R. McCallum ('77) and
husband, Scott, announce that their
second son, Rory, was born April
19, 1986. Laurie became the "Second
Lady" of Wisconsin when her
husband, Scott, was elected
lieutenant governor on Nov. 4, 1986.
She continues to serve as a state
personnel commissioner, having
been reappointed for a 5-year term
in 1984 by former Governor Earl.
Louis (Lee) Beckman III ('79) and
wife, Pollye, announce the birth of
their son, Louis E. Beckman IV, born
May 18, 1986.
Mina Brees ('79) and husband,
Chip, report that their children
Drew, 8, and Reid, 5, are doing fine.
Mina opened the Haynes & Boone
office in Austin on July 14, 1986 and
she became a partner on Oct. 1,
1986. She also spoke at the State Bar
Seminar on "Representing the
Entrepreneur and Bankruptcy for
the Non-Specialist."
Mary Emma Ackels Karam ('79) and
husband, Dr. Albert Karam, report
that they have two girls: Catherine,
2, and Elizabeth, 8 months. Mary
became a partner in the firm of
Jackson, Walker, Winstead, Cantwell
& Miller in 1985.
Jonathan K. Hustis ('80) and wife,
Marion Condon, announce that
daughter, Rachel Elise, was born
Sept. 20, 1985 and son, Benjamin
Dondon, is 3½. Jonathan is in
independent civil practice.

SCHOOL OF LAW SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
April, 1987

April 2
April 7-10
April 17
April 25
April 27-30
April 28

CLE "Fifth Annual Multi-State Labor
Law" Atlanta, Georgia
CLE "Products Liability"
Holiday (Good Friday)
40th Reunion for Clinic, Grand Ballroom,
SMU Student Center
CLE "3rd Annual Fundamentals of
Commercial Lending;' Dallas
Examinations begin

May, 1987

Mayl
May9
May15
May16
May 19
May20

LAAC
Annual Meeting,
Dallas
Distinguished Alumni Award Banquet,
Dallas
Examinations end
Baccalaureate
Commencement and Hooding Ceremony
Summer School Registration
First Day of Classes

June, 1987

June 12

State Bar Reception, Corpus Christi

